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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Transit Oriented Development, commonly referred to as TOD, has become a much discussed
development concept in recent years. Nationwide attention has been focused on TODs as a development concept that can be used to achieve multiple smart growth and sustainable development
objectives. TODs have been promoted and built in numerous large metropolitan areas across the
country. Locally, the TOD concept is cited in LANTA’s Land Use Toolkit. To date, no TODs have
been built in the Lehigh Valley and none have been proposed.
The purpose of this report is to introduce the TOD concept to the Lehigh Valley and assess its
potential local applicability using rigorous data based analysis. In this report we will assess the
conditions, criteria, and design elements necessary to build TODs that establish an actual connection between transit and development, rather than developments that merely use the term
for marketing purposes. The goals and policies contained in the Comprehensive Plan The Lehigh
Valley … 2030 agree with many of the smart growth outcomes that TODs seek to produce.
Chapter 3 contains a critical assessment of potential Lehigh Valley sites with regard to how
each site meets the criteria stated in this report. Appendix 1 of this report contains photographs
and an assessment of development sites in New Jersey and Pennsylvania that have some of the
characteristics of Transit Oriented Development. The photographs may be helpful to people who
want a visual image of what some people consider to be Transit Oriented Development.

DEFINITION
The definition of Transit Oriented Development used in this report comes from Act 238 of
2004, the PA Transit Revitalization Investment Act (TRID Act). The Act defines TODs as follows:
“Development concentrated around and oriented to transit stations in a manner
that promotes transit riding or passenger rail use. The term does not refer to a
single real estate project, but represents a collection of projects, usually mixed use,
at a neighborhood scale that are oriented to a transit node.”
Several aspects of the definition are important. First, TODs are not simply developments
that are near a transit station. They must be near and be oriented to the transit station in a way
that promotes transit use. Second, the definition links TODs with train stations. However, the
legislation does not exclude other transit modes as a basis for TOD siting. Thirdly, the definition emphasizes that TODs are not isolated developments. They function as part of a pattern of
development covering a geographic area larger than one site near a terminal. This pattern of
development refers both to the area surrounding the TOD site and also the linkages to other land
uses relating to the transit system.
A second term used in this report is Transit Adjacent Development (TAD). Sometimes, TAD
is confused with TOD. It is important to understand the differences between the two. The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission describes TAD as “Development physically near
transit that fails to fully capitalize on its proximity and promote ridership, and economic and
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community development. TAD lacks pedestrian and bicycle access, land uses like consumer services that complement the station and building design and orientation that serve the transit
user. TAD is not TOD.” This description makes the point that development must be designed to
support transit use in order to be TOD. Just being near transit is not enough. Many of the sites
LVPC staff visited in New Jersey and Pennsylvania are TADs.

BENEFITS OF TODs
TODs serve both transportation and community development objectives. On the transportation side, TODs are intended to promote transit use. A successful TOD is one that attracts trips
to transit that the traveler could have made by automobile. These travelers are known in transit
parlance as choice riders. Thus, TODs seek to increase transit use by correspondingly reducing
automobile use.
Transit trips are linked trips. This means that most riders must travel from the point of
origin to the transit stop and then, after travelling on the transit system, continue to the final
destination. The linking modes may be pedestrian, bicycle, private automobile and other transit.
For the TOD concept to achieve the desired ends, the linked modes should not involve the private
automobile. The TOD works best if the linking modes are short pedestrian trips.
Increased transit use and decreased automobile trips help to reduce traffic congestion, improve air quality, and reduce consumption of petroleum resources. TODs also can help accomplish community development objectives such as redevelopment of vacant or underutilized sites,
and the rehabilitation or repurposing of existing buildings. In the best cases, areas in need of
revitalization due to disinvestment can be transformed into community showcases that increase
the municipal tax base. TODs can create prototypes that lead to development elsewhere in the
community. High quality TODs should be walkable, mixed use communities that are desirable
due to their amenities, accessibility, convenience to everyday destinations, and lifestyle choices
offered. Through its distinctly urban form, TODs can be an alternative to sprawling, low-density
development.

TRANSIT MODE
Commuter Rail
Railroads are more favorably suited for TODs than other transit modes for five reasons. First,
railroads have the greatest average distance between stations of any of the transit modes. This is
three miles according to Federal Transit Administration (FTA) data as cited in the Urban Land
Institute’s (ULI) Developing Around Transit report. Having only a relatively limited number
of locations where rail service can be accessed gives the locations near the station sites unique
locational advantages for TOD siting. Sites near rail stations can concentrate development near
the station. Second, because railroads have the greatest average distance between stations, they
also have the fewest stations per mile as compared to other transit modes. This facilitates faster
average speeds than other modes, thus making trains more competitive with private automobiles in capturing choice riders. According to the FTA, the average speed for commuter rail is 32
miles per hour, about the same as cited for the private automobile. Third, the higher speeds of
rail service enable commuters to live more distant from a job site than they could using local bus
service. Fourth, in many instances TODs are proposed along longstanding rail corridors which
may include concentrated town centers, employment, residential and shopping activity centers.
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Fifth, the permanence of railroad locations provides TOD developers with a high degree of certainty that their development will remain connected to the transit system because of the high
costs of and the physical constraints for rail relocation. Cutback or termination of rail service
along a particular line is the greatest threat to the permanence of rail service.
Unfortunately, the prospects for rail in the Lehigh Valley are not good. The Lehigh Valley
has lacked passenger service for thirty years. The service ended in 1981 when the last SEPTA
train departed Bethlehem for Philadelphia. The last passenger service between the Lehigh Valley and the New York area ended in 1963. Freight railroad service continues in the Lehigh Valley
and is an important contributor to the local economy. Although there have been numerous studies and proposals dealing with passenger service, the feasibility of such service is still in doubt,
and no one has found a funding source to pay for it. The following text outlines the most recent
work concerning rail service to Philadelphia and New York.

Philadelphia
Rail service between Philadelphia and Bethlehem followed the Reading Railroad’s Bethlehem
Branch. Today, SEPTA passenger service exists on the portion of the line between Philadelphia
and Lansdale. North of Lansdale, freight service is provided by two carriers, CSXT Transportation and East Penn Railways. The Bethlehem Branch has been abandoned north of Quakertown.
The portion of the line between the end of track and High Street in Hellertown is owned by SEPTA. The track has been removed in this area and the part in Lehigh and Northampton counties
has been leased by SEPTA to Hellertown, Upper Saucon Township, and Lower Saucon Township
for conversion to recreational uses. SEPTA maintains the legal right to convert the line back to
rail service. North of Hellertown, the line has been sold to the City of Bethlehem which has established a recreational trail on the land.
Over the years, several proposals have been made to re-establish passenger service north
from Lansdale, but none have involved the restoration of passenger service directly into Lehigh
and Northampton counties. Bucks County, Montgomery County, SEPTA and the Bucks County
Transportation Management Association are currently partners in a proposal called Electrification Extension to Pennridge. This proposal would extend service to Pennridge (Bucks County),
a location south of Sellersville. Pennridge is located 13 miles south of Coopersburg by rail. The
partners are currently in the process of creating an Alternatives Analysis, a required step in the
Federal funding process. Given these facts, the likelihood of restored passenger service and TOD
within Lehigh and Northampton counties along the Bethlehem Branch is remote in the near
term future.

New York
Two sets of rail lines connected the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton area with the New York
area. Today, one of these lines is used for freight service. The other serves New Jersey Transit
passenger service as far west as High Bridge, New Jersey.
New Jersey Transit (NJT) sponsored the Central New Jersey/Raritan Valley Transit Study
which assessed commuter bus and commuter rail transit improvement alternatives along Interstate 78 in New Jersey. In that study, the short list of alternatives included the restoration of
commuter rail service from High Bridge to Phillipsburg. The study did not include findings or
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recommendations. To date, New Jersey Transit has made no commitments toward selecting an
alternative for further study, action or implementation.
In 2009 Lehigh County, Northampton County and the Lehigh Valley Economic Development
Corporation sponsored an extension of the NJT study into the Lehigh Valley. The study was
named the Central New Jersey Raritan Valley Transit Study – Pennsylvania Component. The
Pennsylvania Component Study was intended to build upon the NJT study by identifying and
assessing options to improve rail and bus services along the Route 22 and I-78 corridors in the
Lehigh Valley and the Northern New Jersey/New York Urban Core. The Pennsylvania Component Study was completed in March 2010.
Like the NJT study, the Pennsylvania Component Study considered both bus and rail service.
Three potential rail station sites were identified in the Lehigh Valley, one each in Allentown,
Bethlehem and Easton. Train service would operate on Norfolk Southern right-of-way south and
west of the Lehigh River. At this time, the prospects for extension of this service into the Lehigh Valley in the foreseeable future are dim. Capital costs for the Lehigh Valley extension are
estimated at $658.9 million. Another $305 million is estimated for the New Jersey portion from
Phillipsburg to High Bridge. Operating and maintenance costs are estimated at $11.6 million in
public subsidies. Rail travel times to New York are estimated to be 2.6 hours by rail. Buses and
cars can make this trip in two hours. Ridership forecasts are low. Finally, neither New Jersey
nor Pennsylvania have made any financial commitments to support this service. Moreover, the
Governor of New Jersey has decided not to complete a new rail tunnel under the Hudson River.
Despite these obstacles, the potential station sites in the three cities offer some opportunities for
TOD if rail returns at some time in the future. These sites are given consideration in Chapter 3
of this report.

Light and Heavy Rail
Second to commuter rail, light and heavy rail are the most favored transit services associated with TODs. The last light rail (trolley) service in the Lehigh Valley ended sixty (60) years
ago when the Lehigh Valley Transit Company substituted bus service for trolley service in 1953.
No studies or proposals for renewed light rail service in the Lehigh Valley have been done since
the service stopped. Today there are 34 operating light rail systems in the U.S. By ridership, the
most successful are in Boston, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, and Philadelphia.
Heavy rail (mostly subway) systems are confined to the largest cities in the country, i.e.
New York City, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Atlanta. TOD has been an integral part of
the planning of the newer heavy rail systems in locations like Washington, D.C., San Francisco
and Toronto. The high densities and land values in these cities help justify the high construction
costs involved with these systems. Heavy rail systems have not been located nor proposed in the
Lehigh Valley. In our view, neither light rail nor heavy rail are likely transit or TOD options in
the Lehigh Valley in the foreseeable future.

Bus Service
Bus service is not the transit mode that best supports TOD. However, local bus service and
long distance bus service are the only transit modes available in the Lehigh Valley. Each will be
considered separately in terms of any expansion plans they may have and in terms of support
for TOD.
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As compared to commuter rail and light rail systems, bus systems have disadvantages for
TOD siting. They are not as permanent because they use existing public roads and therefore lack
a significant investment in infrastructure except at terminals. Also, their routes can be easily
changed to respond to market conditions. If a bus route is moved or discontinued, the TOD can be
left without transit service. Developers may be reluctant to make real estate investments along
bus routes in the face of the uncertain permanence of the transit service.
Another disadvantage for TODs is based on the high frequency of bus stops on local bus systems. Of the transit modes, local bus routes have the shortest average distance between stops (a
stop every 1/8 mile according to FTA data). While this operating pattern provides convenience
to bus riders, it reduces the locational advantage for TODs because many locations along a bus
route are just as good as any other locations along the bus route for access to the transit service.
Local urban bus routes using public roads are relatively slow (13 miles per hour according to
FTA data) due to the frequent stops and other traffic along the road. Thus, local bus service is
disadvantaged relative to the other transit modes in being time competitive with the private
automobile.
A potential exception to the above information is found in Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) that uses
a routing exclusively reserved for transit service. BRT is an approach to bus service that provides
premium service with relatively short travel times. FTA data indicates average speeds of 14 to
21 miles per hour. A wide variety of techniques can be used to establish BRT. These can be as
simple and low cost as dedicating a lane within an existing road for buses only or providing devices that give buses priority at traffic signals. At the other end of the spectrum, a BRT system
can involve the construction of a road exclusively for buses with a limited number of stops. One
well known example of this latter approach is operated by the Port Authority Allegheny County
(PAT) in the Pittsburgh area. The East Busway, the most heavily travelled of their three busways, has nine stations along its 6.8 mile route. In such circumstances, TOD siting adjacent to a
station would bring about a locational advantage. There are few examples of BRT in the United
States. Other than Pittsburgh, operating systems frequently cited in transit literature include
Miami, Florida; Seattle, Washington; New York City; and Eugene, Oregon.

Local Bus Service
Local bus service is provided by the Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Authority
(LANTA). At the time of the writing of this report, LANTA operates service on 39 fixed routes,
seven of which are Starlight (evening) service. In February 2010, LANTA adopted the report
Moving LANTA Forward Regional Public Transportation Plan for the Lehigh Valley as the plan
for implementing its organizational vision. In support of that report, LANTA issued their Land
Use Toolkit as a means of coordinating Moving LANTA Forward with land use decision making.
LANTA and the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission have established an agreement to collaborate on land use and transit issues. In January 2011, LANTA issued a Request for Proposals for
consulting assistance in connection with the creation of an Enhanced Bus and Bus Rapid Transit
Plan. The final product of this work will be a plan for implementation of these new services. It is
not a TOD study. According to the Request for Proposals, LANTA’s intent is that the work on the
project will begin in June 2011 and will be completed in 12 months. The LANTA report will follow this TOD report and use information developed in this report. This TOD report will examine
TOD feasibility relative to LANTA’s current system.
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Long Distance Bus Service
Four companies provide long distance bus service to the Lehigh Valley. Service provided by
Trans-Bridge Lines and Bieber Tourways is used for commuting purposes as well as other trip
purposes. Trans-Bridge provides service to New York City, Newark, Jersey City and other northern New Jersey destinations. Bieber Tourways provides service to New York City and Philadelphia, as well as Reading. Trailways provides service between New York and Lock Haven (Pa.),
Philadelphia and Lock Haven (Pa.), and New York and Sunbury (Pa.), each with a Lehigh Valley
stop. The Greyhound Bus Lines web site lists stops in Allentown at the Allentown Bus Station,
Bath, Bethlehem, Coopersburg, Easton at 35 South 3rd Street, Hellertown, the Sands in Bethlehem and Wescosville at the Charcoal Drive-In. Destinations and frequencies could not be determined from the web site. Greyhound does not provide commuter oriented service.
For TOD purposes, the services provided by Trans-Bridge and Bieber Tourways do not neatly
fit into distinct local and long distance bus categories. Their services include characteristics
of each. The scheduling, routes, and stops show that the service is designed to serve a commuter market. Schedules concentrate service outbound from the Lehigh Valley in the morning
and inbound to the Lehigh Valley in the evening. Travel is almost entirely along limited access
highways. A limited number of stops are provided past the Lehigh Valley. The Lehigh Valley
represents a distant suburb being connected to the concentrated job centers in New York City,
Philadelphia and northern New Jersey cities like Jersey City.
The literature search and other research about TODs yielded no mention or examples of
TODs based upon long distance bus service as the transit mode. Despite the absence of consideration by others, this service in the Lehigh Valley should not be overlooked in the consideration
of TOD feasibility. Terminals used by these bus companies will be included within the sites selected for TOD feasibility analysis.

Trip Purpose
Since the function of a TOD is to provide and promote transit ridership, the transit system
must provide connections between residences, jobs, shopping and social activities. Of these destinations, connection to jobs is the most critical because work trips represent a disproportionate
share of transit trips. Citing the 2007 American Public Transportation Association (APTA) Transit Factbook and the report Commuting in America, Reconnecting America’s report Transit &
Employment – Increasing Transit’s Share of the Commute Trip shows that work trips represent
59.2% of all transit trips, while only representing 17.8% of all trips. Work trips are also key because of their regularity and because they often occur during the period of maximum congestion
on the highway network. According to these sources, personal trips represent 44.5% of trips by
all modes while representing only 9.3% of transit trips. Similarly, social/recreational trips represent 26.9% of all trips but only 15.3% of transit trips. Chapter 2 will outline specific TOD criteria
for residential and employment densities that support transit work trips.
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CHAPTER 2
FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSIT AND POTENTIAL TOD LOCATIONS
Residential Density
The connection between residential density and transit feasibility has long been known. (For
purposes of this study, density is measured by dwelling units per net acre. Net acre calculations
do not include streets.) In the Lehigh Valley, areas with low-density development tend to be
suburban or rural, affluent, and separated from concentrations of employment, shopping, and
transit facilities. They are highly dependent on the automobile. High density residential areas
are primarily located in and around the downtowns of Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton and in
south Bethlehem. Greater residential density equates to greater transit usage. Differing desirable densities are associated with different transit modes. Local bus service can be viable at densities that are lower than those needed to support fixed rail modes like light rail and commuter
rail. The Urban Land Institute (ULI) recommends the following: “a minimum density of seven
dwelling units per net residential acre to support basic bus service with 30-to 60-minute headways … A minimum density of 15 units per acre can support bus service with 15-minute or lower
headways.” Headway is the time interval between two vehicles traveling in the same direction
on the same route.
TOD residential densities have a strong connection with transit feasibility. Residential TODs
with insufficient densities will not provide a sufficient number of riders to support the transit
system. A variety of density recommendations for TODs can be found in the report prepared
for FTA by Reconnecting America entitled Station Area Planning–How to Make Great TransitOriented Places. Of the seven types of Transit-Oriented Places studied, Suburban Center and
Transit Town Center most closely resemble community and development situations found in
the Lehigh Valley. Suburban Centers are defined as places with a moderate to high density mix
of residential, commercial, employment and civic/cultural uses. Mid-rise, high-rise, and townhouses characterize housing. Densities range from 35-100 dwelling units per acre. Transit Town
Centers consist of a moderate-density mix of residential, commercial, employment and civic/cultural uses. Mid-rise, low-rise, townhomes, small lot single family dwellings are typical housing
types. Densities range from 20-75 dwelling units per acre. These densities are much higher than
densities cited for local bus service. They are densities found only in or near the downtowns of
Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton.

Employment density
The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) states that employment density is the
most important factor for TOD and transit feasibility other than comparative travel times with
the automobile. TCRP states “Employment densities at trip ends have more influence on ridership than population densities at trip origins. It is critical to locate jobs near transit in order to
attract households to TODs.” The employment densities can be measured in one of two ways,
employees per net acre or floor area ratio (FAR). In this report we have primarily used the employees per net acre criteria recommended by the Urban Land Institute (ULI) as follows:
•

50 to 75 employees per acre for TOD with headways of 10 to 15 minutes.
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Automobile ownership
The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) has found that the best predictor of transit use is the presence of a high percentage of households that do not own automobiles.
This is logical as these residents need transit to reach destinations. Households with one or more
cars are much less likely to use transit than households that lack automobiles. Concentrations
of households with low vehicles per household are found in and around downtown Allentown,
Allentown East Side, downtown Bethlehem, Bethlehem Southside and downtown Easton. These
are areas where transit usage is high, thus reflecting the low level of automobile ownership.

Transit Service Frequency
One great advantage of the automobile is that it allows people to make a trip at the precise
time that they wish to, whether job related or connected with an appointment. For transit to be
a viable alternative to the automobile, service of sufficient frequency must be offered. Two standards relevant to TOD are offered. The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) cites that
“A generally accepted service level threshold for TODs is headways of 15 minutes or less during
most of the day.” TCRP also states that “the general consensus is that transit service headways
of 10 minutes are ideal to support a transit lifestyle.”
Current LANTA service consists of 30 minute service on major routes and 60 minute service
on others. Under LANTA’s updated plan, trunk routes will offer 30 minute off-peak service and
15 minute peak service serving the downtowns of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. Urban
routes will offer 30 minute peak service and 60 minute off-peak service on routes connecting with
city downtowns. Suburban routes will offer 60 minute service all day as shown in Table 1. For
its BRT proposal, LANTA hopes to offer 10 minute peak service and 15 minute off-peak service
over a 15 hour time span.

Hours of Transit Service
Table 1 also includes the hours of service for the trunk, urban, and suburban routes under
LANTA’s new system. Map 1 shows the location of these routes.
Transit service that ends or vastly diminishes in the evening or that is not provided on Sundays strands the potential TOD resident, shopper, visitor or employee. If available, the automobile becomes the default choice, and the advantage of the TOD is gone. The National Transit
Institute (NTI) cites the need for a minimum of 17 hours of daily service, from 5:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. LANTA’s current service covers a period of 16 hours, from 7:00 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Comparative Times of Transit and Automobile Travel
In making a travel modal decision, travelers ask themselves, “How long will it take me to get
there?” TCRP maintains that the relative travel time of transit and the automobile is the single
most important factor in modal choice. If transit service involves longer or significantly longer
travel times than the automobile, fewer travelers will choose the transit option. Table 2 summarizes travel time by travel mode. The table points out one of the problems various types of transit
have in competing with automobiles. Except for commuter rail, automobile travel is much faster
than transit. In a suburban and rural region like the Lehigh Valley, this is a major challenge for
expansion of transit service generally and for TOD in particular.
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TABLE 1
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE
Peak
Midday

Type

Trunk
Urban
Suburban

15
30
60

15
30
60

Evening
30
60
60

SPAN OF SERVICE
Type

Weekday

Saturday

Sunday

Trunk

5:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.

5:00 a.m.-12:00 a.m.

6:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

Urban

5:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

5:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

6:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.

Suburban

5:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

6:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Source: LANTA, Moving LANTA Forward, Regional Public Transportation Plan for the Lehigh
Valley, February 2010.

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF COMPARATIVE SPEED
BY TRANSPORTATION MODE
Private Automobile

32 miles per hour

Commuter Rail

32 miles per hour

Light Rail

16 miles per hour

Bus Rapid Transit

14 to 21 miles per hour

Local Urban Bus

13 miles per hour

Source: Federal Transit Administration

Highway Congestion
The presence or absence of highway travel congestion as a factor in modal choice is directly
tied to the comparative times of transit and automobile travel. Areas with severe traffic congestion are more favorable for transit use than areas with low or moderate degrees of traffic congestion. In the Lehigh Valley the principal congested highway is Route 22 at the A.M. and P.M.
peaks. This results from the widespread distribution of suburban trip origins and destinations.
There is little that transit can do to relieve this problem. Transit can reduce congestion problems
in concentrated areas. It is much more difficult to resolve congestion problems in areas where the
distance between trip origin and destination is the problem.

Connectivity
The term “connectivity” refers to the interconnection of streets between trip origin and destination. Well connected streets strengthen transit operations and the pedestrian/bicycle circulation system by reducing travel times and increasing convenience. Well connected street systems
have direct routes, multiple routes, and many connections between origins and destinations.
Regardless of whether it is a curvilinear or grid design, it is a system of varied routes and cross
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connections, few closed end streets, many points of access, and narrow streets with plenty of
sidewalks. Rectilinear grid streets are found in the cities and some boroughs. Suburban subdivision streets are curvilinear with frequent cul-de-sacs and loop streets. Many are not well connected even in relationship to neighboring subdivisions.

Pedestrian/Bicycle Circulation
TODs require convenient and efficient pedestrian and bicycle circulation systems. The system must function both to connect the individual component within the TOD and the station but
also to provide circulation within the TOD area. The TOD neighborhood should provide facilities and services for the residential component. The stores and community facilities rely on the
pedestrian connections to bring neighborhood residents or employees. The LVPC report Community Planning and Transit details the pedestrian system considerations for transit use. Required
elements of the pedestrian system are safety from crime, safety from accidents, convenience, a
continuous network, and one that is sheltered, pleasant and handicapped accessible. The pedestrian circulation system should attempt to minimize walking distances by being as direct as possible. Visual clues and signs should assist wayfinding, letting the walker easily understand the
proper route for reaching the destination. Bike commuters can of course cover more distance in
the community because typical bike riders commute at 8 to 12 miles per hour depending on the
local street systems. They must also have satisfactory bike storage facilities at the end of their
bike ride. Lastly, the surface of the pedestrian system should be in good repair whether it is used
by walkers or bikers.

Distance to Station
TODs should be within a ten minute walking distance to the transit station. As distances
increase, the proportion of people willing to make the walk declines. Additionally, the longer
walk adds to the total travel time. Most sources set a one-half mile distance from the transit station as the outer limit for TODs. A one-half mile distance completed in ten minutes is a walking
speed of 3 miles per hour. This is a comfortable walking speed for most people. In considering
the distance, one should remember that the distance represents a measurement along walkable
pathways, not distance as the crow flies. Barriers like rivers and streams or limited access roads
cut off access to the transit station. Sites even a few hundred feet from a transit station can be
unsuitable for TODs if intervening barriers require circuitous routes to the station.

Property Availability
Development requires available property. Some TODs have been developed on previously
vacant property. Other TODs have involved the redevelopment of property already occupied by
buildings. If all parcels within the one-half mile distance from the transit station are already
developed, it may be necessary to provide space for a TOD by redeveloping sites or reducing the
availability of parking space. This redevelopment could involve the refurbishment of the existing
structures or the demolition of the structures as a prelude to the construction of new structures.
In some instances, TOD based redevelopment has been a deliberate component of a community
revitalization strategy. In redevelopment, the access provided by TODs can create upgraded
market opportunities and increased values.
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TODs should involve a developer interested in the TOD and the criteria relating to successful
TODs. This may occur strictly within the confines of the open marketplace. In many examples of
TODs, property acquisition has involved governmental entities such as transit agencies, redevelopment authorities or units of government. Private-public partnerships are a common strategy
in TOD.

Parking
Locations with abundant amounts of parking do not provide incentives for transit use. Further, if this parking is provided without charge or at what are perceived by the users as inexpensive rates, an incentive for transit use will have been eliminated. Transit use is more likely
to thrive in situations where parking is very limited, far away, inconveniently sited, or where
the cost of parking is perceived as expensive. TODs that provide parking at the same rates as
provided by other developments may in fact not be TODs, but Transit Adjacent Development
(TADs). The siting of parking on site can be problematic for creating a walkable, Transit Oriented Development due to the related loss of density and through site layout issues that reduce
walkability.
One way to deal with an excess of parking is through local zoning standards that reduce the
maximum number of off-street parking spaces required in individual developments that compose
a TOD. ULI’s Developing Around Transit recommends the following reductions in existing offstreet parking requirements for TOD projects:
•
•
•

One-half to one space per dwelling unit for apartments or condominiums in the core area
of transit districts.
3.5 to 3.8 spaces per 1,000 square feet of leasable space for retail uses, as compared to 4
to 5 spaces per 1,000 square feet of leasable space otherwise needed.
One-half space per 1,000 square feet of leasable area for office development.

In addition, the layout of the parking spaces in the individual development should be sensitive to its effect on the pedestrian circulation system. The off-street parking lot layout should not
lengthen walking distances to the transit station nor compromise pedestrian safety.

Mixed uses
Having mixed uses in a TOD neighborhood is fundamental to the TOD concept. Both residential and employment uses benefit from the presence of convenient nearby businesses and services
that are within walking distance. The LVPC publication Mixed Uses Guide/Model Regulations
provides a full description of mixed use approaches, a description of zoning issues and regulatory
approaches and model regulations for a variety of settings. The document is available on line at
www.lvpc.org.

THE ROLE OF LAND USE REGULATIONS
Two types of land use regulations authorized by the PA Municipalities Planning Code (MPC)
have the greatest relationship with the factors affecting TOD location and the TOD elements
previously described in the text. These are zoning ordinances and subdivision and land development ordinances (SALDOs).
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Zoning Ordinances
Zoning ordinances can either support and enable TODs or make TODs infeasible in the way
that they deal with residential densities, employment densities, land uses and mixed uses, in
particular, and parking.
•
•

•
•
•

Minimum residential densities need to be within the range recommended for TODs. According to the NTI/FTA recommendations, a minimum of 20 units per acre for net project
density is required.
Zoning cannot directly control the number of employees per acre. However, it can control
the floor area ratio (FAR) which can be related to the number of employees per acre. The
minimum recommended FARs for non-residential buildings are 1.0 in Urban Neighborhoods and Transit Neighborhoods, 2.5 in Employment Districts and Urban Centers, 2.0
in Transit Town Centers and 4.0 in Suburban Centers. To create the desired outcomes,
zoning ordinances can set these FARs as the minimum allowed. That is, buildings must
be at least that FAR.
Zoning ordinances need to provide for mixed uses within TOD areas both in terms of
mixed uses side by side on different lots and also mixed uses within individual buildings.
Zoning ordinances need to allow for appropriate uses within TOD areas including types of
housing that are suitable for higher densities, employment uses, shopping and business
uses, and community facilities.
The parking standards should be adjusted to reflect the reduced auto use that results
from the anticipated transit use. Further, caps on the maximum number of allowed parking spaces, set at levels below the amount of parking spaces that would normally be provided, should be instituted to encourage transit use.

Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances
SALDOs deal with infrastructure provision and design issues. SALDO provisions related to
pedestrian and bicycle circulation and connectivity can support or hinder TODs.
•
•

The SALDO needs to assure that an adequate pedestrian and bicycle circulation system
is provided allowing TOD residents, workers, shoppers and visitors to comfortably and
efficiently reach their destinations.
The SALDO can promote a better pedestrian and bicycle circulation system by requiring
a high degree of connectivity in the street pattern.

TOD TRAVEL OUTCOMES
Do TODs deliver on their promise? That is, do TODs boost transit ridership and reduce private auto usage? Considerable research has been conducted by the Transit Cooperative Research
Program (TCRP), the Institute of Transportation Engineers and numerous others. TCRP Report
128, Effects of TOD on Housing, Parking, and Travel states “The literature shows that those who
live and work near transit stops patronize transit appreciably more than the typical resident of
a region.”
Increased transit usage has been noted for both work and nonwork trips. TCRP concludes
“TOD commuters typically use transit two to five times more than other commuters in the re-
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gion. TOD transit mode share can vary from 5% to 50%.” For nonwork trips “transit share is two
to five times higher, although mode shares are typically lower than commuter trips (2% to 20%).”
TCRP provides an explanation for the range of transit use. “The primary reason for range is that
transit use is heavily influenced by relative travel times with the automobile and extensiveness
of transit service, which can vary markedly across regions.”
In considering this information for its potential applicability to the Lehigh Valley, several
items must be considered. First, most of the TODs studied involve railroads. The remainder
involve light rail. None involve bus service. Second, the studied TODs are located within regions with central cities that are bigger than Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton and have a significantly larger number of jobs at a centralized location than characterizes the Lehigh Valley.
Many of the TODs studied involve Washington D.C., New York City/Northern New Jersey, San
Francisco, Southern California and Philadelphia. These are not areas that are developmentally
comparable with the Lehigh Valley.
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CHAPTER 3
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS — POTENTIAL TOD SITES
For purposes of this analysis, we have selected 19 sites for TOD assessment in relationship
to criteria and conditions discussed and mapped in Chapter 2 of this report. The sites are shown
on Map 2. The criteria are summarized in Table 3, and the favorable conditions needed for TODs
are summarized in Table 4. The first three sites identified were potential train stations identified
in the Pennsylvania Component of the Central New Jersey Raritan Valley Transit Study. Sixteen of the sites were identified as Traditional Downtown Hub, Suburban Employment Centers
Hub or Intermodal Connection Point in LANTA’s Land Use Toolkit. In our view the sites in the
Pennsylvania Component Study and the Land Use Toolkit serve as a good initial basis for TOD
site evaluation.

FACTOR

Residential Density

TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF CRITERIA FOR TOD
MEASURE
MINIMUM STANDARD

Minimum dwelling 20 dwelling units per acre – Transit Town Center
units per acre
35 dwelling units per acre - Suburban Center
Employment Density
Employees Per
50 employees per acre for TOD with headways of 10 to
Acre
15 minutes.
Transit Service Frequency Headway Time
15 minutes
Hours of Transit Service
Hours Per Day
17 hours
Comparative Times of
Relative Time
Transit trip as fast or faster than private automobile.
Transit and Auto Travel
Source: Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Station Area Planning – How to Make Great TransitOriented Places

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR TOD
FACTOR

MEASURE

TOD FAVORABLE

TOD UNFAVORABLE

Parking

Adequacy to meet full
potential demand

Shortage of parking

Enough parking to meet
demand for all vehicles

Traffic congestion

Degree of congestion

High degree of
congestion

Low or moderate amounts
of congestion

Auto Ownership

% Households without
car

Relatively high number
of households not
owning autos

Relatively low number of
households not owning
autos

Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission.
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Rail Service Related Potential TOD Sites
The following sites represent the proposed rail station sites identified and used in the Pennsylvania Component Study.
1. Allentown. The proposed Allentown station is located between Hamilton Street and Union
Street, with access from 3rd Street.
2. Bethlehem. The proposed Bethlehem station is located within the BethWorks development site, approximately 1,500 feet west of the Sands Casino.
3. Easton. The proposed Easton station site is located on the south side of the Lehigh River,
just north of West Canal Street and west of the intersection of Third Street and Smith
Avenue. This was the former site of the Lehigh Valley Railroad’s Easton Station which
is located on Norfolk Southern Lehigh Line right-of-way connecting to Bethlehem and
Allentown. The City of Easton requested the use of a site on the north side of the Lehigh
River located in the southwestern quadrant of the intersections of Washington Street and
Lehigh Drive. This was the former site of the Central Railroad of New Jersey’s Easton
Station. The former CNJ properties in Palmer Township are now recreational trails. Use
of the north side site would involve re-routing the train from the Norfolk Southern track
to connect to the terminal and back to the Norfolk Southern track after the station stop.

Local Bus Service Related Potential TOD Sites
In consultation with LANTA, two groups of sites identified in Moving LANTA Forward were
selected for examination. They are Traditional Downtown Hubs and Suburban Employment
Center Hubs. A third group of sites identified in Moving LANTA Forward was Intermodal Connection Points. This group will be covered under the Long Distance Bus Service Related Potential TOD Sites group.

Traditional Downtown Hubs
4. Allentown Transit Center – between 6th and 7th Streets north of Linden Street
5. Bethlehem Transit Center – Guetter Street north of Broad Street
6. Easton Transit Center– site of proposed Easton Intermodal Transit Center on South 3rd
Street south of Ferry Street
7. Emmaus – at the Triangle

Suburban Employment Center Hubs
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Mountainville – South 4th Street at Lexington Street in Allentown
Lehigh Valley Mall – Whitehall Township
Palmer Park Mall – Palmer Township
Lehigh Valley Industrial Park IV – Route 512 at Highland Avenue – Hanover Twp. (N)
St. Lukes Hospital Riverside Campus – southwest of Route 33 interchange with Freemansburg Avenue – Bethlehem Township
13. Lehigh Valley Hospital – Southwest of Interstate 78 interchange with Cedar Crest Boulevard – Salisbury Township
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Long Distance Bus Service Related Potential TOD Sites
The potential TOD sites in this group are based around the terminals used by long distance
bus carriers. Six of the seven terminals used by the long distance bus service carriers are served
also by LANTA and were identified as Intermodal Connection Points in Moving LANTA Forward. The Easton Intermodal Transit Center has been previously identified as a Traditional
Downtown Hub under the local bus service category. The Trans-Bridge LVIP Terminal listed
below is not served by LANTA.

Intermodal Connection Points
14. Wescosville Park and Ride – Route 222 – Lower Macungie Township
15. Bethlehem Bus Terminal – proposed facility at the intersections of Third Street and
Fillmore Street – Bethlehem
16. Routes 412 & 78 Park and Ride Facility – Bethlehem
17. Allentown Bus Terminal – Hamilton Street at American Parkway – Allentown
18. Route 33 Park and Ride Facility – Bethlehem Township
19. Trans-Bridge LVIP Terminal – Industrial Drive – Bethlehem

ADEQUACY OF TRANSIT SERVICE FOR TOD
This portion of the report explores the adequacy of the transit service to serve as the basis
for TOD. We seek to answer the question as to whether the transit service is sufficient to meet
the travel needs of potential TOD residents, shoppers, workers and visitors. We will do so by applying data about the transit service to the conditions needed for TOD as previously described.
Separate evaluations are provided for each transit mode.

Commuter Rail
For commuter rail, we will consider the service described in the Pennsylvania Component
Study. This service involves the extension of New Jersey Transit’s Raritan Valley Line which
currently runs between High Bridge, New Jersey and Newark, New Jersey. At Newark, riders
wishing to continue to New York City can transfer to PATH or other New Jersey Transit trains.
The Pennsylvania Component Study assumed that the construction of a new rail tunnel under
the Hudson River would allow trains from Allentown to continue to New York City, providing a
one seat ride. Travel time and other data reflected the assumed availability of the one seat ride to
New York City. Since the completion of the Pennsylvania Component Study, the tunnel project
has been terminated by the New Jersey Governor. In the absence of alternate data, the data created in the Pennsylvania Component Study will be used in this report. We acknowledge that the
need to transfer at Newark would increase rail travel times between the Lehigh Valley and New
York. The service described below is used in this report solely for the purpose of evaluating the
potential for future TODs in the Lehigh Valley, assuming that commuter rail service is provided
at some future time. The Pennsylvania Component Study did not recommend that commuter
rail service be extended to New York or that further steps toward the restoration of commuter
rail service be undertaken. At this time, no proposals exist for the restoration of commuter rail
service nor are any other studies underway. It is likely that a new study would be required if rail
is to be given serious consideration at some future date.
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Destinations
The passenger service would connect Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton with destinations
in midtown Manhattan and downtown Newark. Connections with other Urban Centers such as
Jersey City might also be feasible.

Service Frequency
The extended service would involve the creation of three Lehigh Valley stations, one each in
Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton. The station locations are described in the previous section.
The service was described in the Pennsylvania Component Study as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eight morning peak period inbound trains with a 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. arrival in Newark/New
York.
“Limited reverse peak service” in the morning peak. An earlier draft of the report described this as one train every two hours.
Hourly off-peak and evening service in each direction.
Eight evening peak period outbound trains with a 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. departure from Newark/New York.
“Limited reverse peak service” in the evening peak, i.e. one train every two hours.
“Limited weekend service.” The study does not further describe the headway frequencies
associated with this service. For our purpose, we will assume that it is the same frequency
as provided in the “limited reverse peak service”, one train every two hours.

In summary, the service would provide one-half hour headways during the peak service hours
in the direction of anticipated commuter movement only. Otherwise, reverse movements in the
peak hour, midday and evening service on weekdays would be hourly or two hourly. Weekend
service would have two hour headways.

Service Hours
The above description indicates that on weekdays, service will be provided for at least 17
hours per day. (The first train on the day needs to depart at 3:25 a.m. from Allentown in order
to arrive in New York City at 6:00 a.m. If the last train left Allentown at 9:00 p.m., 17 hours of
service would be provided.) On weekends, the hours of service are not described in the Pennsylvania Component Study.

Comparative Travel Times
The Pennsylvania Component Study provides travel times as follows:
•
•
•

Allentown to New York – 155 minutes (2 hours and 35 minutes)
Bethlehem to New York – 144 minutes (2 hours and 24 minutes)
Easton to New York – 128 minutes (2 hours and 8 minutes)

From Allentown, the average speed would be 36.5 miles per hour.
This time frame is essentially equal to the current (2011) driving time from Hamilton Street
in Allentown to 42nd Street in New York City as estimated by Google maps. The 160 minute (2
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hours and 40 minutes) driving time includes 52 minutes added for delay due to peak hour traffic
congestion. Off-peak travel time is about two hours from western Allentown.

Evaluation and Comments
Since rail service is not currently available and is unlikely to be available in the short-term
or mid-term, future discussion of rail based TOD is hypothetical. New York City is a popular
destination from the Lehigh Valley. Due to traffic congestion close to New York City, commuter
rail travel times are essentially comparable to the use of the private automobile during periods
of congestion on highways heading into New York. The high cost and scarcity of parking in New
York and Newark also favor transit use. The frequency of commuter rail service is well below the
recommended standard of service (15 minutes) particularly during off-peak hours on weekdays,
for reverse peak trips and on weekends. The hours of service are adequate on weekdays, but
may not be sufficient to support a transit lifestyle on weekends. Therefore, considerably more
frequent service would be needed to make TODs attractive.

Local Bus
Description
LANTA provides local bus service within Lehigh and Northampton counties. The following
description is based on LANTA service in effect at the time that this report is being printed.
LANTA is in the process of developing a Service Plan Update. Upon adoption of the plan by the
LANTA board, the new service plan would go into effect around September 1, 2011. The Service
Plan Update involves a major restructuring of routes and schedules. Given that the plan update
is still in the development process and that detailed information about schedules is unavailable,
this TOD report is based on the current service. Table 5 indicates the number of routes that serve
the sixteen Traditional Hubs, Suburban Employment Center Hubs and Intermodal Connection
Points that are being considered for TOD potential.

HUB or POINT

TABLE 5
LANTA SERVICE BY ROUTES AND TRIPS

WEEKDAY - Daytime WEEKDAY - Evening
SATURDAY
# Routes
# Trips
# Routes
# Trips
# Routes # Trips
Allentown Transit Center
18
239
6
22
15
209
Bethlehem Transit Center
9
216
2
9
10
173
Easton Transit Center
6
78
2
8
6
67
Emmaus
1
19
1
3
2
16
Mountainville
1
26
0
0
1
26
Lehigh Valley Mall
8
140
3
13
11
160
Palmer Park Mall
5
56
1
2
6
73
LVIP 4
2
18
0
0
1
11
St. Lukes Hospital Riverside
1
25
0
0
0
0
Lehigh Valley Hospital
3
26
2
5
3
27
Wescosville Park & Ride
1
8
0
0
0
0
Bethlehem Bus Terminal
1
68
0
0
1
60
Route 412 & 78 Park & Ride
1
13
0
0
1
12
Allentown Bus Terminal
1
31
0
0
0
0
Route 33 Park & Ride
2
51
0
0
1
25
Trans-Bridge LVIP Terminal
0
0
0
0
0
0
Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission from LANTA data.
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SUNDAY
# Routes # Trips
5
50
4
56
2
24
1
6
1
18
4
34
1
16
0
0
0
0
1
6
0
0
1
26
0
0
0
0
1
8
0
0

The Allentown Transit Center is served by the greatest amount of weekday routes, 18. The
Bethlehem Transit Center and the Lehigh Valley Mall are each served by 11 weekday routes.
Only three other hubs or centers are served by more than two routes. These are the Easton Transit Center, the Palmer Park Mall and the Lehigh Valley Hospital. Three hubs have 100 or more
trips per weekday, the Allentown Transit Center (237), the Bethlehem Transit Center (225) and
the Lehigh Valley Mall (153). At the other end of the spectrum, eight hubs or centers have fewer
than 32 trips per weekday. Reduced numbers of routes and trips serve the hubs and centers on
Saturdays and Sundays as detailed in Table 5.

Service Frequency
As can be seen from Table 6, the greatest number of routes operate during the day on weekdays. Evening service is limited to slightly more than one-quarter of the daytime routes on weekdays. Saturday service is available on about three-quarters of the routes for which daytime weekday service is available. Saturday evening service is limited to seven of the 21 routes for which
Saturday daytime service is available. Sunday daytime service is more limited. It is available on
11 routes. No service is provided on Sunday evenings or on holidays.

Type of Day

TABLE 6
OPERATING ROUTES BY TYPE OF DAY
Number of Day Routes
Number of Evening Routes

Weekday
27
Saturday
21
Sunday
11
Holiday
0
Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission from LANTA data.

8
7
0
0

Table 6 indicates wide variations in service depending on the day of week and the hour of the
day. A word of explanation about the terms day and evening is in order. For our purposes, we will
consider LANTA day routes as those not identified by LANTA as Starlight or Night Owl service.
Typically, these routes start service between 5:30 and 6:30 a.m. and end around 6:00 p.m. Individual routes may start earlier or end later. Evening routes for our purposes are those routes
identified by LANTA as Starlight or Night Owl service. These routes start upon the completion
of day service. The evening service ends anywhere from 10:00 p.m. to midnight depending on the
route.
The most typical headways found in LANTA’s operations are one hour as shown in Table
7. Thirty minutes represent the shortest headways in LANTA’s operation. Peak hour weekday
operations include 12 routes with 60 minute headways, five routes with 30 minute headways,
three routes with headways of 30 and 60 minutes on different parts of the route and three routes
with headways in excess of 60 minutes. During non-peak weekday daytime hours, headways
lengthen. Only two routes have headways of 30 minutes and two routes have headways of 30 and
60 minutes on different parts of the routes. The number of routes with headways greater than
60 minutes increases to five. Headways throughout Saturday resemble the headways found on
weekday days during non-peak hours. Sunday headways are 60 minutes on all of the routes.
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Time of Day or Week

TABLE 7
SERVICE FREQUENCY
Number of Trips by Frequency of Service

30 minutes

60 minutes

Weekday Peak
5
12
Weekday Non-Peak
2
12
Weekday Evening
0
6
Saturday Day
3
10
Sunday
0
8
Holiday
0
0
Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission from LANTA data.

More than 60
minutes

Split 30/60
minutes or
60/60+ minutes

3
5
2
5
3
0

3
2
0
2
0
0

Comparative Travel Times
LANTA’s average speed of operations is close to the national average for local bus service.
The national average speed of operations is 13 miles per hour. On weekdays, LANTA’s average
speed is 13.1 miles per hour. On Saturdays, the average is 12.6 miles per hour and on Sundays,
the average is 12.2 miles per hour.
Field work conducted in November and December 2010 demonstrated that LANTA’s service
is slower than the use of a private automobile on each of the routes connecting potential TOD
sites. The difference in travel times ranged from insignificant to substantial. Insignificant time
differences could be found in the connections between the Allentown Transit Center (ATC) and
the Lehigh Valley Mall (one minute) and the Bethlehem Transit Center (BTC) and the Route
512 and Highland Avenue site (three minutes). When using the same route as LANTA’s Route A
(Tilghman Street and Union Boulevard) between Allentown and Bethlehem, the time difference
was only four minutes. However, if the private automobile used Routes 22 and 378 for travel,
the time differential became significant (18 minutes by automobile versus 30 minutes by bus). In
fact, any trip in which the private automobile could utilize a limited access highway like Route
22, the time difference between automobile travel and bus travel was significant. For instance,
the private automobile could traverse the distance between the ATC and the Easton Transit
Center (ETC) in 26 minutes. LANTA’s scheduled time using Route E is 75 minutes, 49 minutes
more than the automobile. Although the time differentials are most significant when the private
automobile uses a limited access road, significant time differentials also exist along most other
origin-destination pairings. For instance, the Emmaus to ATC trip can be covered in 15 minutes
using the private automobile versus 25 minutes using LANTA’s Route D.

Evaluation and Comments
LANTA service as currently constituted does not meet the requirements necessary for TOD.
First, LANTA has inadequate hours of service compared to the criteria of 17 hours of daily service. Evening service is provided on only one-third of the routes. Sunday service is provided on
even fewer routes. No service is provided on holidays. The TOD resident will have limited transit
mobility except during normal weekday service. Second, the headways, one hour on most routes,
longer on some routes and 30 minutes on others, do not meet the TOD criteria of 15 minute
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headways. Riders must schedule their travel plans around the bus schedules. Third, LANTA
travel times are not competitive with the travel times for the private automobile on most routes.
Time sensitive travelers are likely to choose the private automobile in such circumstances. When
compared with Suburban Centers and Transit Town Centers described in Station Area Planning
most LANTA destinations are weaker than those connected with rail service, local or long distance bus service. Parking is readily available and inexpensive at the LANTA destinations, providing little incentive for transit use. The Lehigh Valley lacks the intense congestion that marks
New York, Philadelphia and northern New Jersey, again reducing the incentive for transit use.
If LANTA is to be the basis of TOD, LANTA would need to provide additional hours of service, expanding service in the evenings, Saturdays and Sundays. LANTA would need to provide
holiday service. Additional service would need to be provided during the hours of service, reducing headways. LANTA would need to significantly increase its speed of operations to be more
competitive with the private automobile. LANTA’s efforts would be aided by additional intensive
development particularly related to employment within walking distance of its hubs. Policies to
restrict or aggressively price parking would also encourage transit use.
LANTA is responding to those challenges through its recent, ongoing and future work. Moving LANTA Forward was adopted by LANTA in February 2010 to serve as its strategic vision
for the next 12 years. The report used a series of broad goals to develop a strategic transit vision
including:
•
•
•

Addressing unmet public transportation needs,
Expanding mobility and access to jobs, and
Taking steps leading to higher modes such as Bus Rapid Transit.

The report calls for LANTA to:
•
•
•
•
•

Promote higher residential and employment densities along major corridors and in the
Central Business Districts of the three cities,
Improve evening service,
Improve service to employment centers,
Increase service frequency on major corridors, and
Enhance service to Intermodal Connection Points.

LANTA material provided to potential consultants for an Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit
Plan speaks to the plan creating “a hierarchy of corridors designed to concentrate service and
capital improvements along key corridors” creating “the foundation for a more enhanced bus
service model or Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).”

Long Distance Bus
Trans-Bridge Lines (Trans-Bridge) and Bieber Tourways (Bieber) are two private for profit
companies that provide long distance bus service to the Lehigh Valley.
Trans-Bridge buses serve six Lehigh Valley locations: Allentown Bus Terminal, Bethlehem
Bus Terminal, Trans-Bridge LVIP Terminal, Sands Casino (Bethlehem), Route 33 Park and
Ride, and Easton Bus Terminal. Presumably, the Easton service will be moved to the Easton
Intermodal Transit Center once that is built.
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Trans-Bridge service is provided to New York City via two routings. The first uses Interstate
78. The Interstate 78 routing provides intermodal connections to the Newark and Kennedy Airports but does not directly serve other major job centers. The other passes through Doylestown,
Pennsylvania. Trans-Bridge provides separate service to Jersey City. Access to lower Manhattan
is available from Jersey City using PATH service for those not having Jersey City as their final
destination.
Bieber connects Reading and New York City. Lehigh Valley riders can access this service at
two locations: Wescosville Park and Ride and Routes 412 and 78 Park and Ride.
Bieber also connects Kutztown and Philadelphia. Lehigh Valley riders can access this service
at four locations: Wescosville Park and Ride, Allentown Bus Terminal, Bethlehem Bus Terminal,
and Sands Casino (Bethlehem).

Service Frequency
Trans-Bridge provides different amounts of service from different Lehigh Valley terminals.
Table 8 summarizes the amount of service by terminal. Thirty-four buses arrive in New York on
weekdays using the I-78 routing. Of these buses, 22 arrive in New York between 6:00 a.m. and
9:25 a.m., a period of 3 hours and 25 minutes. These 22 buses originate from 4:10 a.m. to 7:20
a.m. from a variety of Lehigh Valley terminals. Twelve additional buses arrive in New York between 10:00 a.m. and 11:15 p.m. Headways range from 45 minutes to 2 hours and 15 minutes.
Service from New York to the Lehigh Valley is opposite in timing. Five buses arrive at their first
Lehigh Valley destination before 3:45 p.m. Twenty-seven buses arrive in the six hour period at
the first Lehigh Valley destination starting at 3:45 p.m., an average of 4½ buses per hour. Four
buses arrive later.

TABLE 8
TRANS-BRIDGE SERVICE FREQUENCY BY TERMINAL
LV
Number of trips
Destination
Routing
Terminal
Weekday Saturday
Sunday

New York City

New York City
Jersey City

I-78
I-78
I-78
I-78
I-78
I-78
Doylestown
Doylestown
I-78
I-78

Allentown
Bethlehem
LVIP
Sands Casino
Route 33 P&R
Easton
LVIP
Bethlehem
LVIP
Route 33 P&R

15
10
23
5
16
18
3
2
9
9

14
10
15
5
11
13
3
1
0
0

16
12
16
5
11
16
5
3
0
0

Weekend and holiday service from the Lehigh Valley to New York using I-78 is composed of
15 buses that arrive in New York on Saturdays and 16 buses that arrive in New York on Sundays. All but two buses start at the Allentown Bus Terminal. The service averages about one
bus per hour in each direction. Actual headways vary considerably from as little as 15 minutes
to as much as 2½ hours. The service varies between the two days. Saturdays have much of their
service inbound to New York in the mornings while Sundays have much of their service inbound
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to New York in the afternoon and evening. Service schedule design on trips to the Lehigh Valley
is the opposite of the New York bound service.
Trans-Bridge schedules show Lehigh Valley to New York service via a routing that passes through central Bucks County communities like Doylestown and New Hope and continuing
through Hunterdon County (New Jersey) communities like Frenchtown and Flemington. This
service is not intended to represent an alternative to Trans-Bridge’s more direct service to New
York for Lehigh Valley riders. Therefore, this routing will not be further examined in this report.
Service to Jersey City is commuter oriented. Service consists of nine Jersey City bound buses
leaving on headways of as little as five minutes between 4:35 a.m. and 6:10 a.m. Evening service
to the Lehigh Valley has headways of as little as 15 minutes between 3:43 p.m. and 5:48 p.m. No
midday, reverse peak, evening or weekend service is provided.
As shown in Table 9 Bieber service to Philadelphia consists of five buses per direction each
weekday and two buses per direction on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Service to Philadelphia consists of two A.M. peak buses, one P.M. peak bus and two midday buses. No evening
service is provided. Service from Philadelphia is the reverse.

Destination
New York City
Philadelphia

TABLE 9
BIEBER SERVICE FREQUENCY BY TERMINAL
LV
Number of trips
Routing
Terminal
Weekday Saturday
Sunday
I-78

Wescosville P&R

19

8

8

I-78

Rts. 412 & I-78 P&R

19

8

8

Rt. 309 &

Wescosville P&R

5

2

2

Allentown

5

2

2

Bethlehem

4

2

2

Sands Casino

3

2

2

PA Turnpike

Bieber service to New York consists of nineteen buses per direction each weekday and eight
buses per direction on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. On weekdays, bus headways to New
York are 20 minutes between 4:20 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. Headways change to 30 minutes between
6:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. After 10:00 a.m., six buses operate on headways ranging from one hour
to two hours. The last New York bound bus departs Wescosville at 8:30 p.m. Six buses leave New
York before 3:00 p.m. Thirty minute headways prevail until 7:30 p.m. Afterwards, three buses
depart New York. The last one leaves at 12:15 a.m. Saturday, and Sunday service is provided on
two hour headways.

Service Hours
Travel to New York is available over a 17 hour period during weekdays. Trans-Bridge buses
leave the Lehigh Valley from 1:10 a.m. to 9:05 p.m. on weekdays. Trans-Bridge buses leave New
York from 7:30 a.m. to 11:45 p.m. Bieber buses leave the Lehigh Valley to New York from 4:20
a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Bieber buses leave New York for the Lehigh Valley from 7:30 a.m. to 12:15
a.m.
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On weekends, New York service is available over a 16 hour period. Trans-Bridge buses leave
the Lehigh Valley as early as 5:15 a.m. and as late as 9:30 p.m. Buses leave New York as early
as 8:00 a.m. and as late as 11:59 p.m.
Bieber service leaves the Lehigh Valley from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Service to the Lehigh
Valley leaves New York from 9:00 a.m. to 11:59 p.m. Service to Jersey City is of very limited
duration. Jersey City buses leave the Lehigh Valley from 4:35 a.m. to 6:10 a.m. Buses leave
Jersey City for the Lehigh Valley from 3:23 p.m. to 5:48 p.m. No weekend or holiday service is
available.
Service to Philadelphia is of a more limited nature. On weekdays, the first bus for Philadelphia departs at 5:30 a.m. The last bus departs at 5:30 p.m. Buses for the Lehigh Valley depart
Philadelphia from 9:30 a.m. to 9:15 p.m. Weekend and holiday service consists of two buses each
way per day.

Comparative Travel Times
For some destinations, bus service is time competitive with the private automobile. For other
destinations, the use of the private automobile is distinctly faster. To New York, both TransBridge and Bieber service is time competitive. From the LVIP terminal, Trans-Bridge schedules
allow from 1 hour 50 minutes to 2 hours and 20 minutes to reach mid-town Manhattan. According to Google maps, the private car should budget 1 hour and 42 minutes for the trip assuming
no traffic delays, but 2 hours and 30 minutes with expected traffic delays. From the Wescosville
terminal, most Bieber buses allow 2 hours to reach mid-town Manhattan, although some buses
are allowed up to 2 hours and 25 minutes. According to Google maps, automobile travel time is
1 hour and 40 minutes without traffic delays, but 2 hours and 10 minutes with expected traffic
delays.
Trans-Bridge service to Jersey City is a bit slower than the use of the private automobile.
From the LVIP terminal, Trans-Bridge schedules show travel times from 1 hour and 45 minutes
to 2 hours and 20 minutes to Jersey City. According to Google maps, the automobile travel time
is 1 hour and 34 minutes. This data does not preclude the time competitiveness of Trans-Bridge’s
Jersey City service for those riders whose destination is Lower Manhattan, accessed from Jersey
City by PATH.
Bieber’s Wescosville to Philadelphia service is notably slower than the use of the private automobile. Bieber allows buses departing Wescosville from 2 hours to 2 hours and 30 minutes to
reach 30th Street in Philadelphia. Google maps estimate the travel time by private automobile
at 1 hour and 11 minutes assuming no unexpected traffic delays. A significant part of the differential in the travel times between the bus and the automobile are Bieber’s intermediate stops
within the Lehigh Valley. The schedule provides 45 minutes between departure from Wescosville to departure from the Sands Casino in Bethlehem. The differential in travel time is much
reduced between the Sands Casino and 30th Street in Philadelphia — 1 hour and 45 minutes via
Bieber versus 1 hour and 19 minutes using the private automobile (as per Google).

Evaluation and Comments
From the transit service perspective, the long distance commuter bus comes closest of any
of the transit modes for serving as the basis for TOD. However, TOD feasibility must also be
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considered from the site perspective, which will be explored in the next section of this report.
Long distance commuter bus service satisfies several of the criteria considered. The destinations
of New York City, Jersey City and Philadelphia are extremely strong destinations. All three
feature costly and scarce parking. TOD supportive transit service is available to New York.
Transit service to Philadelphia and Jersey City falls short of being TOD supportive. Service to
New York is time competitive compared to the private automobile due to the delays associated
with traffic congestion. Service is relatively frequent for its function and is available for a sufficient number of hours. Service to Jersey City is insufficient to support a transit lifestyle due to
the limited amount of service and due to travel times that are somewhat greater than associated
with automobile travel. Service to Philadelphia is insufficient for TOD due to the long headways,
fewer hours of service and the significantly greater travel times as compared to the private automobile.
While the long distance commuter bus service can provide transportation to jobs, TOD residents will need other transportation to reach routine shopping, social and other destinations
within the Lehigh Valley. If the TOD residents are to maintain a transit lifestyle, LANTA must
provide adequate service to these destinations. Lacking such service, TOD residents will rely on
the private automobile partially negating the intent of the TOD.

SITE SUITABILITY FOR TOD
This section of the report provides evaluations of each of the 19 potential sites for TOD on the
basis of the criteria previously established. These criteria are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Density of existing residential development.
Density of existing employment.
Availability of land for development/existing land use.
Zoning.
Transit service adequacy.
Automobile ownership by household.
Pedestrian circulation system adequacy.
Street network connectivity adequacy.
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Site 1 — Allentown Potential Train Station, Allentown
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 25
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 43.1
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

7.3

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Limited Industrial; General Industrial; Business/Light
ties
Industrial; Urban Commercial; Central Business District;
Park; Institution & Government; High Density Residential; Medium High Density Residential; Hamilton Street
Overlay District.
5. Transit Service Levels

No current service. Potential service as per Raritan Valley study. Weekdays – 8 inbound peak trains, 8 outbound
peak trains, hourly off-peak and evening service in each
direction and limited reverse peak service. Planned service weekends – “limited weekend service.”

6. % Households w/o Cars

32.8

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern to east and west of terminal.

Comments:
Existing residential densities meet TOD supportive criteria. Although the area has a relatively high number of jobs, the employment density is slightly below the threshold needed for
a TOD center or destination. The presence of very little land that is not already developed is
a significant impediment to TOD. Virtually any TOD will necessarily involve the rehabilitation of existing buildings and/or the redevelopment of a site. There are also flood plain issues
that will need to be addressed. Eight of the ten zoning districts in the area allow for TOD supportive densities. LANTA’s evening and Sunday service is limited. This could be an issue at
some future time if TOD is proposed. LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD
supportive transit standards. The potential train station is located on one of the six 100 series
routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. Positive attributes for TOD include a high percentage of existing households that do not own cars, an adequate pedestrian circulation system
and a high degree of connectivity in the road network. The potential train station site features
several favorable characteristics for TOD along with some weaknesses. However, it represents
a potential TOD site only in the hypothetical sense. No current train service exists and, for
reasons previously explained in this study, no train service is planned or expected in the foreseeable future.
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Site 2 — Bethlehem Potential Train Station, Bethlehem
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 39.5
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 4.4
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

36.6

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Industrial Redevelopment; Commercial Business; General
ties
Commercial; Limited Commercial; Private Institution; RM
Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

No current service. Potential service as per Raritan Valley study. Weekdays – 8 inbound peak trains, 8 outbound
peak trains, hourly off-peak and evening service in each
direction and limited reverse peak service. Planned service
weekends – “limited weekend service.”

6. % Households w/o Cars

32.8

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern.

Comments:
The existing residential densities are a favorable characteristic for TOD. Despite the presence
of a large number of nearby jobs, the employment densities are considerably lower than would
be needed to serve as a TOD center or destination. Much of the land in this area is undeveloped former Bethlehem Steel property. The main challenge in establishing a TOD relates to
land availability. The calculations show the availability of 36.6 acres of land. This acreage
includes the area of the former railroad track (now in recreation use) and a portion of the
flood protection barrier adjoining the Lehigh River. Neither area is available for development.
The main land area potentially available for development consists of the parcels contained in
BethWorks. The actual availability of these parcels for TOD is unknown. There is a high probability that these sites will be redeveloped in the future. Five of the six nearby zoning districts
allow TOD appropriate densities, including the key Industrial Redevelopment zoning district.
For circulation within the Lehigh Valley, LANTA service would be utilized. As described elsewhere, LANTA service currently lacks off-peak service that would support transit dependent
life styles. Factors favorable for TOD include a relatively high portion of households lacking
cars, a good pedestrian circulation system and a high degree of street connectivity. Although
the potential train station site features several favorable characteristics for TOD along with
some weaknesses, it represents a potential TOD site only in the hypothetical sense. No current train service exists and, for reasons previously explained in this study, no train service is
planned or expected in the foreseeable future.
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Site 3 — Easton Potential Train Station, Easton
1. Dwelling units per Net 15.5
Residential Acre
2. Employment per Net 37.8
Employment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land
4. Zoning Districts
Densities

49

and Adaptive Reuse; Downtown; Institutional 2; River Corridors & Other Green Areas; Southside; West Ward.

5. Transit Service Levels

No current service. Potential service as per Raritan Valley study. Weekdays – 8 inbound peak trains, 8 outbound
peak trains, hourly off-peak and evening service in each
direction and limited reverse peak service. Planned service weekends – “limited weekend service.”

6. % Households w/o Cars

19.6

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Con- High. Gridiron street pattern.
nectivity
Comments:
The area surrounding the site presently lacks the household density or employment
density needed to constitute a TOD center or destination. The lack of available land
for development is the biggest drawback to TOD. Although 49 acres are shown as
being available, most of this acreage may be undevelopable due to steep slopes in
the land between Washington Street and Lehigh Street and in the land south and
west of South Delaware Drive. Virtually any TOD will necessarily involve the rehabilitation of existing buildings and the redevelopment of sites to create space for new
development. The area benefits from TOD supportive zoning (five of the six districts
allow sufficiently dense development). The potential train station site is one and a
half blocks from the proposed Easton Transit Center (ETC). LANTA features minimal
evening trips and very limited Sunday service which inhibits a transit dependant
lifestyle. LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD supportive transit
standards. The nearby proposed ETC is located on two of the six 100 series routes in
LANTA’s proposed service plan. The potential for TOD is supported by a high percentage of households lacking car ownership, a good pedestrian circulation system and
high street connectivity. The potential train station site represents a potential TOD
site only in the hypothetical sense. No current train service exists and, for reasons
previously explained in this study, no train service is planned or expected in the foreseeable future. In our view, the best possibility for TOD in Easton would be to provide
a residential environment with proximity to New York City jobs.
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Site 4 — Allentown Transit Center, 6th & 7th Sts., Allentown
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 37.6
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 73.3
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

10.4

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Limited Industrial; Urban Commercial; Business/Light
ties
Industrial; High Density Residential; Park; Institutional and Government; Medium High Density Residential;
Central Business District; General Industrial; Hamilton
Street Overlay District.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 18 routes, 239 trips. Weekday evenings – 6 routes, 22 trips. Saturday – 15 routes,
209 trips. Sunday – 5 routes, 50 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

30.1

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern.

Comments:
Existing development meets TOD supportive criteria for residential density and employment
density. The absence of land that is not already developed is the most significant impediment
to TOD. Virtually any TOD would necessarily involve the rehabilitation of existing buildings
and/or the redevelopment of sites in the area. The ATC is surrounded by numerous parking
lots. The redevelopment of the parking lots might present opportunity for TOD. The zoning is
supportive of future TOD as eight of the ten zoning districts allow TOD supportive densities.
LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD supportive transit standards. The ATC
serves an employment center that is an attractive destination for riders from other LANTA
served points of origin. However as a point of origin itself, it lacks TOD supportive destinations. The ATC is located along four of the six 100 series routes in the proposed service plan.
A high percentage of households without cars, suitable pedestrian circulation and high street
connectivity are other factors positive for TOD. Of the sites examined based on local bus service, the Allentown Transit Center is the most suitable for TOD.
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Site 5 — Bethlehem Transit Center, Guetter St., Bethlehem
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 17.1
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 37.7
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

12.4

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Commercial Business; Private Institutional; Institutional;
ties
General Commercial; Light Industrial; RT Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 9 routes, 216 trips. Weekday evenings – 2 routes, 9 trips. Saturdays – 10 routes,
173 trips. Sunday – 4 routes, 56 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

17.1

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern.

Comments:
The area surrounding the site presently lacks the household density or employment density
needed to constitute a TOD center or destination. Also, the area has extremely little land that
is not already developed. Virtually any TOD will necessarily involve the rehabilitation of existing buildings and/or redevelopment of a site. The area has TOD suitable zoning for four of the
six zoning districts. LANTA provides daily service, but evening and Sunday service is limited.
LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD supportive transit standards. The
Bethlehem Transit Center (BTC) is located on three of the six 100 series routes in LANTA’s
proposed service plan. Positive attributes include an above average percentage of households
without cars, a suitable pedestrian circulation system and a well connected street network.
The major problem at this location is lack of significant vacant land for development. The
dwelling and employment densities are also relatively low in relation to the TOD criteria. The
location could be developed into a TOD location at some time in the future if a developer can
put together a proposal that would intensify development opportunities in the area.
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Site 6 — Easton Transit Center, So. 3rd St., Easton
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 15.5
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Em- 37.8
ployment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

43.9

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Adaptive Reuse; Downtown; Institutional 2; River Corrities
dors & Other Green Areas; Southside; West Ward.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local Bus. Weekday daytime – 6 routes, 78 trips. Weekday
evenings – 2 routes, 8 trips. Saturday – 6 routes, 67 trips.
Sunday – 2 routes, 24 trips.
Long distance commuter bus. Destination – New York.
Weekdays – 18 trips. Saturday – 13 trips. Sunday – 16
trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

19.6

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern.

Comments:
This site is only about a quarter of a mile from the potential Easton train station. The site
has most of the same positive attributes and drawbacks. The area lacks sufficient dwelling
and employment density. Lack of available land for development is the biggest drawback to
TOD. Although 43.9 acres are shown as being available, most of this acreage is undevelopable
land due to extreme slopes in the land between Washington Street and Lehigh Street and in
the land south and west of South Delaware Drive. Virtually any TOD will necessarily involve
the rehabilitation of existing buildings and/or the redevelopment of sites. The area benefits
from TOD supportive zoning (five of the six districts allow sufficiently dense development).
The transit service has both strong and weak elements relative to TOD. The positive aspect
consists of bus service to New York for long distance commutation. On the other hand, LANTA
features minimal evening trips and very limited Sunday service which inhibits a transit dependant lifestyle. LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD supportive transit
standards. The proposed Easton Transit Center (ETC) is located on two of the six 100 series
routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. The potential for TOD is supported by a high percentage of households lacking car ownership, a good pedestrian circulation system and high
street connectivity. Overall, the ETC features some positive attributes for TOD with the lack
of land available for development and relatively low densities being the main drawbacks.
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Site 7 — Emmaus, the Triangle at Main, Chestnut and
South 4th Streets, Emmaus
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 5.9
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 20.9
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

18.5

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Central Commercial; Highway Commercial; Conservation
ties
Residential; High Density Residential; Medium Density
Residential; Low Density Residential; Light Industrial.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 19 trips. Weekday
evening – 1 route, 3 trips. Saturday – 2 routes, 16 trips.
Sunday – 1 route, 6 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

11.3

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern.

Comments:
Existing residential and employment densities are far below those needed for Emmaus to
serve as a TOD destination or center. A limited amount of vacant land does not help the TOD
cause. The 18.5 acres of vacant land includes the railroad main line in the area. Even if land
were available for development, the zoning ordinance would prohibit development at TOD
supportive densities in six of the seven involved zoning districts. The level of LANTA bus
service is far below that needed to support a transit lifestyle. Emmaus is located on one of the
six 100 series routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. Only a relatively small percentage of
households do not own cars. A good pedestrian circulation system and good street connectivity
are positive factors for TOD. Emmaus has little potential for TOD.
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Site 8 — Mountainville, Allentown
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 9.4
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 33.4
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

8.1

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Medium Low Residential; Medium Residential; Medium
ties
High Residential; Highway Business; Business-Limited
Industrial; Shopping Center Business; Limited Industrial;
Park; Institutional and Government.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 26 trips. Weekday
evening – no service. Saturday – 1 route, 26 trips. Sunday
– 1 route, 18 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

12.8

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Sidewalks available on a majority of the streets. Gaps in
the sidewalk system.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Medium high. Modified grid.

Comments:
Mountainville lacks the requisite density of residential development or employment to serve
as a TOD center or destination. It has the least vacant land of any of the potential TOD sites.
TOD would require redevelopment of currently developed properties. The zoning in the area
would provide for TOD suitable densities for six of the nine zoning districts. Served by a single
route, the level of LANTA service does not permit a transit lifestyle. It is located on one of the
six 100 series routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. The percentage of households without
cars is below average for the potential TOD sites. Completing the gaps in the sidewalk system
would be needed to improve area pedestrian connections. While most of the surrounding area
has good street connectivity, some parts have indirect connections. Overall, Mountainville has
few features that suggest that it is well suited for TOD.
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Site 9 — Lehigh Valley Mall, Whitehall Township
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 5.3
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 25
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

8.3

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Regional/Community Commercial; Office Park; Neighborties
hood Commercial; Medium Density Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 8 routes, 140 trips. Weekday evenings – 3 routes, 13 trips. Saturday – 11 routes,
160 trips. Sunday – 4 routes, 34 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

15

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Site inaccessible from the west due to Route 145. Site access to the south is limited by Route 22. Sidewalks available on Grape Street and on many of the local roads. Access
to the transit center requires navigation across regional
shopping center parking lot.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Fair. Gridiron street network adjoins regional shopping
centers with internal ring roads.

Comments:
The Lehigh Valley Mall area does not have TOD supportive population or employment densities despite having a substantial number of total jobs. Its employment densities are sufficient
to support enhanced bus service. Other negative factors for TOD include an extremely limited
amount of vacant land in the area and zoning that would not permit TOD supportive densities
in any of the four zoning districts in the area. Because the LANTA service is oriented toward
the mall, limited evening and Sunday service is provided. The Lehigh Valley Mall is located
on three of the six 100 series routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. The percentage of
households not owning cars is higher than average for the potential TOD sites. LANTA’s hub
is isolated from the community beyond the mall in part by the mass of parking that surrounds
the stores. Further, the site is bordered on the north by another regional shopping center. Pedestrian access to the south is hampered by Route 22. Pedestrian crossings of MacArthur Road
which borders the site to the west are not allowed. Sidewalks are available along Grape Street
and in the residential subdivision to the east of the mall, however potential bus riders must
navigate the parking lot. Despite serving as a significant hub of LANTA local bus service, the
Lehigh Valley Mall has little potential for TOD due to other limitations cited above.
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Site 10 — Palmer Park Mall, Palmer Township
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 3.0
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 20.8
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

48.9

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Planned Commercial; General Commercial; Medium Denties
sity Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 5 routes, 56 trips. Weekday
evenings – 1 route, 2 trips. Saturday – 6 routes, 73 trips.
Sunday – 1 route, 16 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

5.9

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Majority of streets in area lack sidewalks, though the Mall
features a sidewalk along Park Avenue.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. Street network characterized by curvilinear streets
and few connections between streets resulting in circuitous routing.

Comments:
Residential densities and employment densities are much too low to support TOD. Available
land is the only positive characteristic of this area for TOD. The zoning ordinance does not
allow TOD supportive densities. LANTA features limited evening and Sunday service which
limits a transit dependant lifestyle and LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD
supportive transit standards. The Palmer Park Mall is located on one of the six 100 series
routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. Few households lack automobiles. The pedestrian
circulation system is limited. The area exhibits roundabout rather than connected street patterns. In conclusion, the Palmer Park Mall area has little potential for TOD.
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Site 11 — Lehigh Valley Industrial Park IV, Hanover Township
(Northampton County)
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 4.0
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 15.9
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

48.4

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Suburban Residential; Urban Residential; Service Comties
mercial; Commercial Center; Commercial Center – Restricted; Planned Industrial Business Park; Limited
Business, Office and Institutional.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 2 routes, 18 trips. Weekday evenings – no service. Saturday – 1 route, 11 trips.
Sunday – no service.

6. % Households w/o Cars

3.3

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Sidewalks available along key roads. Intersection of
Route 512 and Stoke Park Road daunting for pedestrians due to number of lanes to be crossed (up to 7 lanes
on Route 512 and up to 5 lanes on Stoke Park Road),
absent pedestrian refuge areas.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. Industrial park features a limited number of roads
due to large lot sizes. Limited number of intersections
involving Route 512.

Comments:
The area currently has low residential densities. Despite the presence of a large (in land
area and total employment) industrial park, the employment densities are lower than would
be needed to serve as a TOD center or destination. Although maps of the area suggest there
may be a considerable area available for development, further examination shows that little
of this land is actually available. Most of the measured vacant acreage is occupied by storm
water facilities and grounds surrounding condominiums. The zoning ordinance does not
allow TOD supportive densities. LANTA provides low levels of service even on weekdays
during the daytime. No evening or weekend service is provided. The site will not be served
by any of LANTA’s 100 series routes in the proposed service plan. Few households lack
automobiles. The pedestrian circulation system is limited. The area has a street pattern
with low connectivity. In conclusion, this site has almost no characteristics that suggest its
suitability for TOD.
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Site 12 — St. Luke’s Hospital Riverside Campus,
Bethlehem Township
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 3.2
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 6.1
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

274.2

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Light Industrial/Office Campus-Phased; Office Business;
ties
Medium High Density Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 25 trips. Weekday
evenings, Saturday, Sunday – no service.

6. % Households w/o Cars

1.3

7. Pedestrian Circulation

St. Luke’s plans to build sidewalks on campus to Freemansburg Avenue. Limited sidewalks elsewhere in area.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. No interconnected roads.

Comments:
The area currently has residential densities characteristic of rural areas. They are too low to
support TOD. The current employment densities are considerably lower than would be needed
to serve as a TOD center or destination although the occupancy of the medical complex will
increase total area employment. Current maps show there is considerable area available for
development, however, further examination shows that little of this land is actually available.
The St. Luke’s holdings occupy more than 200 acres of the vacant land. The proposed Field of
Dreams residential development represents much of the remaining vacant acreage. Its dwelling unit density (about eight d.u.’s/ac.) is too low for TOD. The zoning ordinance does not allow
TOD supportive densities. With a single route, LANTA provides low levels of service on weekdays during the daytime. No evening or weekend service is provided. The site will be served
by one of the six LANTA 100 series routes in the proposed service plan. Almost no households
lack automobiles. The pedestrian circulation system is extremely limited. The area has a street
pattern with low connectivity. In summary, this site features almost no characteristics that
suggest its suitability for TOD.
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Site 13 — Lehigh Valley HOSPITAL-CEDAR CREST, Salisbury Township
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 3.0
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 35.9
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

43.3

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Rural Residential; Low Density Residential; Medium-Low
ties
Density Residential; Medium Density Residential; OfficeLaboratory; Park (Allentown).
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 3 routes, 26 trips. Weekday
evenings – 2 routes, 5 trips. Saturday – 3 routes, 27 trips.
Sunday – 1 route, 6 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

5.1

7. Pedestrian Circulation

No sidewalks connecting medical center to surrounding
road network.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. Medical center connections to surrounding road network have been intentionally limited.

Comments:
The area currently has residential densities that are too low to support TOD. Although the
hospital has a large number of employees, the current employment densities are lower than
would be needed to serve as a TOD center or destination. The area features two large properties available for development. One is held by the Lehigh Valley Hospital-Cedar Crest. The
other was previously approved (but not developed) for a residential development with lots in
excess of one acre each. The zoning ordinance does not allow TOD supportive densities. LANTA provides a basic level of transit service to the hospital during daytime hours on weekdays
and Saturdays. Sunday and weeknight service is limited. Transit service headways would
not support a transit dependant lifestyle. The site will be served by one of the six LANTA 100
series routes in the proposed service plan. Few households lack automobiles. No pedestrian access to the hospital is available. The area has a street pattern with low connectivity. The above
analysis shows that this site features almost no characteristics that suggest its suitability for
TOD.
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Site 14 — Wescosville Park and Ride, Lower Macungie Township
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 3.0
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 11.3
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land
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4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Urban; Suburban; Commercial.
ties
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 8 trips. Weekday
evenings, Saturday, Sunday – no service. Long distance
commuter bus. Weekday to New York – 19 trips, to Philadelphia – 5 trips; Saturday and Sunday to New York – 8
trips, to Philadelphia – 2 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

2.5

7. Pedestrian Circulation

No sidewalks in vicinity of park and ride site.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. Park and ride is located at the intersection of an interstate highway, Route 222 and the former Route 222.

Comments:
The existing residential and employment densities in the area are well below densities needed
for TOD centers or destinations. The primary property available for development in the area
was recently proposed for a single family detached residential development with lot sizes ranging from 12,000 to 20,000 square feet. The zoning districts do not allow densities needed for
TOD. LANTA provides minimal weekday service (eight trips per day) with no evening or weekend service. The site will not be served by any of the 100 series routes in LANTA’s proposed
service plan. The site is a viable location for commuting to New York. Philadelphia service is
hampered by a lengthy schedule due to the routing through Bethlehem. Not surprisingly, few
households lack automobiles. No pedestrian access to nearby areas is available. Street connectivity is low. Interstate 78 to the east and Route 222 to the north cut off access in those
directions. In conclusion, despite the availability of commuter bus service to New York, the site
offers little, if any, potential for TOD.
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Site 15 — Bethlehem Bus Terminal,
3rd & Filmore Streets, Bethlehem
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 30.1
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 5.5
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

40.7

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Industrial Redevelopment; Heavy Industrial; Light Industies
trial; Commercial Business; General Commercial; Light
Commercial; Private Institutional; RM Residential; RR
Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 68 trips. Weekday
evenings – no service. Saturday – 1 route, 60 trips. Sunday
– 1 route, 26 trips. Long distance commuter bus. Weekday
to New York – 12 trips, to Philadelphia – 4 trips; Saturday
to New York – 11 trips, to Philadelphia – 2 trips; Sunday to
New York – 15 trips, to Philadelphia – 2 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

26.7

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern.

Comments:
The existing residential densities meet TOD supportive criteria. Despite the presence of a
large number of nearby jobs, the employment densities are much lower than would be needed
to serve as a TOD center or destination. The main challenge in establishing a TOD near the
proposed bus terminal relates to land availability. The calculations show the availability of
40.7 acres of land. This acreage includes the area of the former Bethlehem Branch railroad
tracks now in recreation use and a portion of the flood protection barrier adjoining the Lehigh
River, neither area being available for development. The main land area potentially available
for development consists of the parcels contained in BethWorks. The actual availability of
these parcels for TOD is unknown. Six of the nine nearby zoning districts allow TOD appropriate densities, including the key Industrial Redevelopment zoning district. The bus terminal
site would be directly served with a single LANTA route, although two additional routes are
nearby along Fourth Street. The site will be served by one of the six LANTA 100 series routes
in the proposed service plan. As elsewhere, current LANTA service headways are below the
standards for maintaining a transit dependant lifestyle. The commuter bus service has a limited amount of service to Philadelphia. The number of commuter buses to New York is less
than the numbers emanating from the other Lehigh Valley stops. Favorable chararacteristics
for TOD include a relatively high portion of households lacking automobiles, a good pedestrian
circulation system and a high degree of street connectivity. Overall, the proposed Bethlehem
Bus Terminal features several favorable characteristics for TOD.
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Site 16 — Routes 412 & 78 Park and Ride Facility, Bethlehem
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 7.1
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 2.4
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

105.7

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Bethlehem zoning districts – Institutional; Light Industies
trial; Industrial Redevelopment; General Commercial;
RR Residential; RG Residential; RMO Residential; RM
Residential. Hellertown zoning districts – R2 Residential;
Mixed; Highway Commercial.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 13 trips. Weekday
evening – no service. Saturday – 1 route, 12 trips. Sunday – no service. Long distance commuter bus. Weekday to
New York – 19 trips; Weekend to New York – 8 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

11.6

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Sidewalks in place connecting site to Hellertown and along
Route 412 in Bethlehem. No sidewalks for the area west
of the former railroad yard due to absence of sidewalks on
Silvex Road.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Fair. Hellertown has good connectivity due to modified
grid layout. Sparsely developed road network north of Interstate 78.

Comments:
Existing residential and employment densities are far below those needed for the area to serve
as a TOD destination or center. The primary positive for TOD is extensive nearby vacant land.
The abandoned rail yard represents a significant portion of the vacant land. Only three of the
11 zoning districts near the site allow TOD appropriate densities. The level of LANTA bus
service (a single route with hourly service at most and no evening or Sunday service) does not
support a transit lifestyle. The site will not be served by any of the 100 series routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan. Given the basic level of LANTA service to the site, commuter bus
service to New York is the prime transit associated with this potential TOD site. The percentage of households lacking cars is low. The pedestrian circulation system adequately connects
to Hellertown and Bethlehem along Route 412 but is otherwise absent. Good connectivity for
the street network exists in Hellertown but not elsewhere in the nearby suburban areas. This
site is a weak candidate for TOD.
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Site 17 — Allentown Bus Terminal, Allentown
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 25
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 43.1
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

7.3

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Limited Industrial; General Industrial; Business/Light
ties
Industrial; Urban Commercial; Central Business District;
Park; Institution & Government; High Density Residential; Medium High Density Residential; Hamilton Street
Overlay District.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 1 route, 31 trips. Weekday
evening, Saturday, Sunday – no service. Long distance
commuter bus. Weekday to New York – 20 trips, to Philadelphia – 5 trips; Saturday to New York – 16 trips, to
Philadelphia – 2 trips; Sunday to New York – 18 trips, to
Philadelphia – 2 trips.

6. % Households w/o Cars

32.8

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Area provides for adequate pedestrian circulation. Sidewalks readily available along streets.

8. Street Network Connectivity

High. Gridiron street pattern to east and west of terminal.

Comments:
Existing residential densities meet TOD supportive criteria. The employment density comes
close to the threshold that would support a TOD center or destination. The small amount of
developable land serves as a significant impediment to TOD. Virtually any TOD will necessarily involve the rehabilitation of existing buildings and/or the redevelopment of a site. Eight of
the ten zoning districts in the area allow for TOD supportive densities. The availability of long
distance commuter bus service to New York City in particular is an asset of this site. LANTA
features limited evening trips and Sunday service which inhibits a transit dependant lifestyle.
LANTA’s headways on transit routes do not meet TOD supportive transit standards. The
bus terminal is located on one of the six 100 series routes in LANTA’s proposed service plan.
Positive attributes include a high percentage of existing households that do not own cars, an
adequate pedestrian circulation system and a high degree of connectivity in the road network.
Overall, this area’s suitability for TOD comes close to the necessary criteria. The site would
likely be a suitable location if there is some renewal activity that would increase use of properties close to the site.
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Site 18 — Route 33 Park and Ride Facility, Bethlehem Township
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 2.5
dential Acres
2. Employment per Net Employ- 9.4
ment Acres
3. Acres of Vacant Land

117.9

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Office Business; Light Industrial/Office Campus – Phased;
ties
General Commercial; General Industrial; Highway Maintenance; Medium High Density Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Local bus. Weekday daytime – 2 routes, 51 trips. Weekday
evening – no service. Saturday – 1 route, 25 trips. Sunday
– 1 route, 8 trips. Long distance commuter bus. Weekday
to New York – 16 trips, to Jersey City – 9 trips. Weekend
to New York – 11 trips, to Jersey City – no service.

6. % Households w/o Cars

3.4

7. Pedestrian Circulation

Sidewalks connect to LVIP VI and westward along William Penn Highway. No sidewalks or safe pedestrian access to area east of Route 33.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. Route 33 is a barrier crossed only by William Penn
Highway.

Comments:
Residential densities and employment densities at this site are much too low to make this a
TOD center or destination. The availability of land is the primary positive factor for TOD. The
table shows 117.9 vacant acres. Much of this land is unavailable for TOD as it is owned by
PennDOT. Currently the Department is expanding the parking lot. Other parts are being used
for an expansion to the park and ride lot. None of the six zoning districts in the area allow for
TOD supportive densities. LANTA provides a low level of service to the site. No evening service is provided and its frequency is below that needed to support a transit dependant lifestyle.
Virtually every household owns at least one car. Other negatives include a limited pedestrian
circulation system and low levels of street connectivity which are in part due to the barrier
created by Route 33. This site functions well in its designed role as a park and ride facility, but
the surrounding area shows little potential for TOD. The area rates poorly in almost all of the
criteria.
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Site 19 — Trans-Bridge LVIP Terminal, Bethlehem
1. Dwelling units per Net Resi- 0
dential Acre
2. Employment per Net Employ- 21.6
ment Acre
3. Acres of Vacant Land

16.1

4. Zoning Districts and Densi- Bethlehem zoning districts – Planned Industrial; Shopping
ties
Center. Hanover Township (Northampton County) zoning
districts – Planned Office Research; Residential.
5. Transit Service Levels

Long distance commuter bus. Weekday to New York – 26
trips, to Jersey City – 9 trips; Saturday to New York – 18
trips, to Jersey City – no service. Sunday to New York – 21
trips, to Jersey City – no service.

6. % Households w/o Cars

0

7. Pedestrian Circulation

No sidewalks in entire area.

8. Street Network Connectivity

Low. Terminal located in an industrial park with few connecting streets. Route 22 severs access to the south.

Comments:
Surrounded by an industrial park and Route 22, the site does not have any dwelling units
to support TOD. The density of employees in the area is well below that needed to serve as
a TOD center or destination. A modest amount of vacant land is available in the area. Most
development potential in the area would involve redevelopment of underutilized industrial
sites. None of the four zoning districts in the area allow for TOD supportive densities. As the
base of operations for Trans-Bridge, the site provides ample long distance commuting service.
LANTA does not provide service to the site nor do LANTA’s plans propose such service. TOD
residents would be automobile dependant for local mobility. In the absence of residents in the
area, no percentage of households without cars could be calculated. The industrial park lacks
any sidewalks or pedestrian facilities. The road network offers a low degree of connectivity.
Despite the presence of Trans-Bridge’s terminal and base of operations, this site exhibits no
potential for TOD.
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SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATIONS
Definite patterns emerge from the evaluation of the 19 potential TOD sites with respect to
the criteria established for this analysis. Of the sites evaluated, those that came closest to meeting the criteria are located in the three cities of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton. Site # 4, Allentown Transit Center at 6th and Linden Streets, meets the residential and employment center
and destination criteria. The site also does well with respect to transit service from LANTA,
pedestrian circulation, street connectivity, and zoning. Unfortunately, there is not much available vacant land, which means any TOD project would likely need to be connected with land
redevelopment or renewal to create an urban setting appropriate for TOD. The Allentown Train
Station and bus terminal sites meet residential density requirements but not employment density criteria. In both cases, local bus service is somewhat more limited than at the Transit Center. The Allentown Bus Terminal has the advantage of long distance service to Philadelphia and
New York. There is not much vacant land for new development at these sites. Any TOD proposal
would need to be accompanied by redevelopment and/or renewal of development sites. Zoning,
pedestrian access, and street patterns are not a problem at either site.
In Bethlehem, TOD opportunities are somewhat more complex than Allentown. The current
Transit Center comes closest to meeting both residential and employment density criteria, even
though it does not completely meet either. Local bus service, pedestrian circulation, street connectivity and zoning are adequate. The area offers very little vacant space, so any TOD effort
would need to be coupled with urban redevelopment or renewal efforts. The Bethlehem Train
Station site proposed north of the old blast furnace site is proximate to areas with adequate population density, but the site falls far short of meeting employment density criteria. Access to the
precise potential station location favored by the City is somewhat circuitous due to the abutting
blast furnaces. Other nearby sites may provide greater accessibility to potential TOD sites.
The proposed bus terminal site on the south side of Bethlehem meets residential density criteria but fails to meet employment density criteria. Local bus service is somewhat limited on evenings and weekends. Long distance service by commuter buses will be available to New York and
Philadelphia. Zoning does not appear to be a problem at the site. Pedestrian and street access is
good. There are a number of vacant parcels of land in this area, but to a large degree, this site’s
potential will depend on future development attracted to the SteelStacks area and the evolving
entertainment complex that is created by ArtsQuest, the Casino and other projects.
There are two Easton sites that are close to one another. One is the old rail terminal site on
the Norfolk Southern Railroad on the south side of Easton. The other is on Third Street on the
north side of the Lehigh River. Unfortunately, Easton population and employment densities are
not high enough to support TOD. The downtown area around Center Square has sufficient densities, but they fall off quickly in the parts of the City south of the river. Local bus service does not
meet TOD supportive standards. There is long distance commuter service to New York currently
provided by Trans-Bridge on South Third Street.
In this study we have also evaluated eleven sites located at suburban locations and Emmaus. Most of these were located at typical suburban industrial parks and malls. Two were at
suburban hospital sites, and four were at suburban park and ride sites. In our view, TOD is an
intensive urban development concept that does not fit current suburban situations found in the
Lehigh Valley. Its requirement for high densities, mixed uses, and high floor area ratios simply
does not fit development patterns on most sites outside of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton. In
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addition, it would require changes in most suburban zoning ordinances. Also the absence of commuter rail in the Lehigh Valley is a problem. The diagram and photographs that follow do a good
job of illustrating the TOD concept and the type of development that is missing in most of the
Lehigh Valley. The photographs were taken by Joseph Gurinko, Chief Transportation Planner,
Lehigh Valley Planning Commission on a trip to Ballston, Virginia in October, 2010. Ballston is
often cited in planning literature as a model TOD. Ballston is a neighborhood in Arlington City,
Virginia. It is served by Metrorail which is the rapid transit system in Washington, D.C. Ballston
is a 15 to 20 minute trip by train from downtown Washington, D.C.

Source: GAO.
What is Transit-Oriented Development?
From the report: GAO-09-871 Affordable Housing in Transit-Oriented Development: Key Practices Could
Enhance Recent Collaboration Efforts between DOT-FTA and HUD
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TOD AND THE LEHIGH VALLEY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
TOD is not mentioned in the Lehigh Valley Comprehensive Plan. In the early 2000’s when
the plan was written, there was not much mention of TOD in planning literature. However, the
fact that it is not mentioned does not mean the elements that constitute TOD are absent from the
Lehigh Valley Comprehensive Plan. Successful TOD applications require high density, mixed
use environments that rely heavily on transit for transportation. TOD also requires concentrated
development preferably with multi-story, massive buildings. It is the very antithesis of urban
sprawl. Following is a list of specific TOD related concepts found in the Lehigh Valley Comprehensive Plan:
•

In areas designated for urban development, the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission supports increased housing density and various densities ranging from 8-15 dwelling units
per acre for townhouses, rowhouses and condominiums, to 15-50 units per net acre for
high or mid rise apartments.
• The Commission has written model regulations to support mixed use development, density bonuses, inclusionary zoning.
• The Commission supports infill development, redevelopment and reuse of abandoned
properties and brownfield sites and reuse of properties that are considered underutilized
or undervalued.
• The Commission encourages high quality and innovative urban design practices and motifs that are not suburban.
• The Commission encourages development of high quality residential land uses in or near
to downtown areas and advocates greater variety of housing types in suburban townships
and higher densities than currently prevail.
• The Commission supports suburban regulations that assure street connectivity and provide for sidewalks and bikeways.
• The Commission advocates that economic development agencies give priority to the reuse
and redevelopment of existing vacant sites over greenfield sites and advocates private innovation and investment in the reuse of old industrial sites.
• The Planning Commission supports the development and improvement of pedestrian and
bicycling facilities to meet the needs of Lehigh Valley residents.
• The Planning Commission has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with LANTA to promote high density development in the Lehigh Valley to support transit operations. In addition, the Commission supports the current activity of LANTA to improve
service as documented in its February 2010 report entitled Moving LANTA Forward and
its proposed September 2011 Service Plan Update.
In summary, there is plenty of support in LVPC planning documents for TOD related concepts. The Commission would likely endorse TOD proposals that fit into the overall concepts of
the comprehensive plan and that have significant private investment and public support. To
date, no one has submitted a plan that involves the TOD concept. We are available to discuss
TOD concepts with private or public agencies that share an interest in this topic.
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APPENDIX 1
TOD EXAMPLES
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TOD EXAMPLES
On November 1 and November 9, 2010 Michael Kaiser and Olev Taremäe visited 14 rail
sites in New Jersey and Pennsylvania that were classified as Transit Oriented Developments by
the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) in their report entitled On Track
Towards Transit Oriented Development in the Delaware Valley, August 2007 and by Rutgers
University in their Transit Friendly Newsletter. According to the authors “the study has tried to
capture new development near rail stations and not all of this development is necessarily purposeful TOD”. The LVPC staff agrees that a number of the sites we visited do not meet criteria
necessary to be classified as a TOD. The DVRPC study further points out that “… proximity by
transit may be a selling point for many projects, most still include a large amount of parking”.
Of the 14 sites visited by LVPC staff, 11 that were potentially relevant to development in the
Lehigh Valley were photographed. The photographs and field notes are included on succeeding
pages of this report. In evaluating the sites, the LVPC staff used the following criteria which are
based on the definition of TOD contained in Act 238, the Pa. Transit Revitalization Investment
Act of 2004. “Transit-oriented development — Development concentrated around and oriented
to transit stations in a manner that promotes transit riding or passenger rail use. The term does
not refer to a single real estate property, but represents a collection of projects, usually mixed
use, at a neighborhood scale that are outlined to a transit mode.” We boiled this definition and
other similar information down to five criteria essential for TOD:
•
•
•
•
•

Proximity to a transit station
Proximity to a collection of projects (not just one)
Concentrated mixed use on site and nearby
Transit station quality and building design
Pedestrian friendly environment

Following is a list of sites we evaluated:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)
9.)
10.)
11.)

Morristown, N.J.
—
Cransford, N.J.
—
Union, N.J.
—
Rahway, N.J.
—
Rahway, N.J.
—
Pennbrook (Lansdale, Pa.) —
Conshohocken, Pa.
—
Burlington, N.J.
—
Burlington, N.J.
—
Delanco, N.J.
—
Ardmore, Pa.
—

The Highlands at Morristown Station
Cranford Crossings
AVE Apartments
Meridia Grand
Skyview @ Carriage Plaza, Indigo Hotel
Station Square
Multiple Developments Along Railroad
Metropolitan Inn
J. F. Budd Building
Traditions @ Newton’s Landing
Cambridge Square

General Observations
1. ) All of the sites are served by commuter rail which has been in operation since the 19th
century. The Lehigh Valley has not had rail service to New York since the late 1950’s
and to Philadelphia since the early 1980’s. They were eventually abandoned by the pri-
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vate companies that owned them because they were not profitable and they were not
heavily used.
2.)		 All of the sites except Conshohocken were entirely or primarily residential. Most were
apartment developments. Some had some space dedicated to retail on the first floor.
Most of this space was empty due to current retail market conditions. The apartment
managers we talked to indicated that the apartment space was sold out or nearly sold
out.
3.)		 All of the sites had sidewalks connecting the development and the transit station except
Traditions at Newton’s Landing. The Delanco site involved a long walk between the rail
site and the development. The Morristown, N.J. site had direct access from the apartment development to the train platform. All of the sites had vehicle parking, except the
Metropolitan Inn in Burlington. The size of the parking lot varied from site to site.

Specific Observations
1.)		 Of the sites observed we believe the best projects were at the Highlands @ Morristown
Station in Morristown, N.J. and Cranford Crossings in Cranford, N.J. and Skyview @
Carriage Plaza, Indigo Hotel. The Highlands apartments are directly connected to the
rail terminal platform. There are 217 apartment units, ground floor retail space and
sidewalks. Downtown Morristown contains several large apartment complexes and new
office buildings that are only a few blocks from the terminal. Daily train boardings are
2,014, second highest of the sites visited. Cranford Crossings in Cranford, N.J. had only
55 apartments, but access to the rail terminal was excellent and surrounding development was concentrated. The Rahway Skyview @ Carriage Plaza, Indigo Hotel site
featured a large apartment/condo with 222 units, retail and two other hotels across
the street from the train station. There were a number of other apartment complexes
nearby.
2.)		 The AVE apartments at Union Station ranked as very good TOD examples. They are
located next to a transit station with a Merck plant and Keene University nearby, but
not next to the rail station.
3.)		 The Station Square development in Pennbrook was also ranked high. It contains apartment units and about 49,000 ft. of retail space which was partially occupied. The development is very well designed, high density space across the street from the train station.
There is a large Merck plant across the street from this site and there were other high
intensity business sites nearby.
4.)		 Most of the other sites we visited were not very impressive TOD sites. Most lacked
proximity to relevant transit generating development, some were very small, most did
not have on site mixed uses. In the case of Traditions at Newton’s Landing in Delanco,
N.J. the site was too far from the train station to meet our criteria and we did not think
the 55 Plus housing consisting of singles, twins, and townhouses would generate much
commuter rail ridership. The Metropolitan Inn in Burlington was a small structure in
a downtown that did not seem to be very busy. The J. F. Budd Building was somewhat
detached from the downtown area even though it was nearby.
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5.)		 The Conshohocken site is an interesting puzzle with regard to TOD. This site is close
to the intersection of the Schuylkill Express (I-76) and the Blue Route (I-476). The site
consists of a very large conglomeration of offices and apartment units. It would seem
to be an ideal configuration for transit. The transit terminal and surrounding parking
area are small. Apparently, many people who live in the area workj there or drive to
work. Many workers commute via the nearby Blue Route, PA Turnpike and Schuylkill
Expressway. Some workers are within walking distance because of the close proximity
of apartments and employment opportunities.
6.)		 The Cambridge Square site in Ardmore consists of only 28 apartment units next to the
Suburban Square Shopping Center in Ardmore which is a large concentration of retail
space along the Philadelphia Main Line. Its small size and detachment from the rail station make it a fair example of a TOD.
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Population — 17,544
Average weekday train boardings — 2,014

The Highlands at Morristown Station
• Apartments — 217 units
• Retail — 8,205 sq. feet
• Excellent rail access — on site
• Concentrated development in Morristown — 10 minute walk
• High quality station
• Pedestrian friendly environment
• Very good TOD example
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Population — 22,663
Average weekday train boardings — 1,155

Cranford Crossings
• Apartments — 55 units
• Retail — 22,000 sq. feet
• Excellent rail access — next to site
• Concentrated development next to rail in
downtown Cranford
• High quality station
• Pedestrian friendly environment
• Very good TOD example

Downtown Cranford
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Population — 58,149
Average weekday train boardings — 1,204

AVE Apartments
• Apartments — 150 units
• Retail — none
• Excellent rail access — next to site
• Merck Plant and Keene University
nearby but not next to rail
• New/high quality station
• Pedestrian friendly environment
• Good TOD example
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Population — 26,725
Average weekday train boardings — 3,163

Meridia Grand
• Apartments — 88 units
• Retail — none
• Fair rail access — 6 to 8 blocks down the
street
• No concentrated development next to apartment site
• High quality station several blocks away
• Fair pedestrian access to station
• Poor TOD example

Skyview @ Carriage Plaza, Indigo Hotel
• Apartments/condos — 222 units
• Retail — 21,000 sq. feet
• Hotel — 102 rooms
• Concentrated development across street;
apartments on nearby streets
• High quality station
• Pedestrian friendly environment
• Very good TOD example
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Population — 9,736
Average weekday train boardings — 610

Metropolitan Inn
• Apartments —16 units
• Retail —none
• A couple offices onsite
• Very good rail access
• Some concentrated development, a
weak downtown area
• High quality station
• Good pedestrian access to station
• Fair TOD example

J. F. Budd Building
• Apartments —36 units
Income and age restricted, converted
factory building
• Retail — none
• Fair rail access a few blocks away in
downtown area
• No concentrated development nearby
• Good pedestrian access
• Fair TOD example

61

Population — 16,071
Average weekday train boardings —
414

Station Square
• Apartments — 346 units
Singles and other residential
• Retail — 49,000 sq. feet
• Very good rail access across the
street and rail tracks
• Concentrated development across
street, rail canopy access to subdivision, 5 minute walk
• Good station
• Pedestrian friendly environment
• Very good TOD example

62

Population — 3,239
Average weekday train boardings — 184

Traditions at Newton’s Landing
• 55 Plus housing units consisting of 250
singles, twins, townhouses
• Retail — none
• Poor rail access — ½ to ¾ mile away
• No concentrated development proximate to station
• High quality station
• Poor pedestrian access
• Poor example of TOD

63

Population — 7,589
Average weekday train boardings — 659

Multiple Developments Along Railroad
• Apartments — unknown
• Retail — unknown
• Rail access — poor
• Concentrated apartment and office development along rail line
• Poor quality station
• Walkway and bike route parallels rail
• A strange TOD — low boardings, high development

Cambridge Square
Population — 12,616
Average weekday transit boardings — 821

•
•
•
•
•
•

64

Condominiums — 28 units
Converted factory building
Retail — large concentration at Suburban
Square Shopping Center nearby
Concentrated development at Ardmore
and along Philadelphia Main Line
Fair quality station — 10 minute walk
through shopping center
Fair pedestrian access
Fair TOD example

